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PROJECT ORGANIZATION

This report is the final completion report for a research project

entitled, The Role of Water Reuse in Meeting Regional Water Requirements.

The project was sponsored by the Office of Water Research and Technology,

Grant No. B-11S-COLO, administered through the Environmental Resources

Center, Colorado State University. It commenced July 1, 1974 and was

granted extensions to April 30, 1978.

The extensions permitted another project, Water Supply Planning

for the South Platte River Basin, 1970-2020, to be accomplished for

the Corps of Engineers, Omaha District under the direction of D. W.

Hendricks. The work for the Corps contract made application of a

model to input-output water balance mode1--deve1oped by the OWRT project

in its early stages. In fact, it contributed to the model development

in concert with the objectives of the OWRT project, and generated

sufficient empirical data for more extensive demonstration of the model

than would have been possible otherwise. Consequently the reports

produced under the Corps contract are proposed as joint with the OWRT

grant.

The co-principal investigators for the OWRT project were: David W.

Hendricks, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and Hubert J.

More1-Seytoux, Professor of Civil Engineering. The input-output water

balance modeling was developed under the direction of Hendricks, while

Morel-Seytoux directed the optimization work. The optimization model

was based upon the input-output model as a framework, and upon the

empirical data generated by it. Thus the two tracks of activity were

interrelated.
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A number of students obtained graduate degrees through whole or

partial support from the project, For those students having partial

support from the project. the Corps contract provided the other portion.

The students involved are identified by their authorships indicated in

the listing of theses, The importance of their work, their degree of

involvement. and their contributions are recognized through the listing

of publications produced by the project. The individuals were:

Roger W. DeHaan. Graduate Research Assistant

Brian A. Janonis. Research Associate

Steve Gerlek, Graduate Research Assistant

James L. Patterson, Graduate Research Assistant

Torkil J¢nch-Clausen, Graduate Research Assistant

Bartolomeo Reitano, Graduate Research Assistant

The present report outlines the key contributions of the reports

and theses generated by the project. Further detail and documentation

can be obtained through the relevant reports.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Water reuse is a concept advocated increasingly over the past ten

years as an answer to problems of water shortages. The concept has not

been implemented widely, however, for various reasons. First of all,

planned water reuse is a serious alternative only when sources of

virgin water are not easily available in the physical, economic and

legal senses. Second, a de facto water reuse is already practiced

widely, particularly in irrigated areas of the Western United States.

Thus, a source of unappropriated used water may be difficult to find

in such areas. Finally, there are a variety of forms of water reuse.

These fall into two general categories: (1) recycle reuse, and

(2) sequential reuse. The most appropriate form depends upon the

context of the situation at hand. Usually the context is highly com

plex at this stage of development. And so the best form of water

reuse is not clear cut. Also, water reuse must take its place among

various other alternative modes of satisfying new demands for water,

such as transfers from agriculture, developing new supplies, water

conservation, etc. Thus, the problem is really one of comprehensive

water planning. Bishop and Hendricks (1971) outlined the systems

context of the problem and developed a linear programming methodology

for determining a least cost system configuration (in terms of the

array of water transfers needed and amount of treatment required).

This is a realistic point of departure for further development of a

water reuse planning methodology, accounting for its system context.

This turns out to be a comprehensive water planning methodology and

not one belonging exclusively to reuse planning. The latter is a part

1
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of the former. Further, the premise that the "best" water system

configuration is one that satisfies a least cost "obj ective function",

is too confining. Water rights and political concerns are equally

important, and usually dominate considerations. The political concerns

of course may reflect a host of societal concerns, e.g. environmental,

social, growth, ecological, etc.

1. 2 Purpose

The purpose of the research reported is to delineate methods for

water reuse planning within the context of a complex system.

1.3 Objective

The specific objectives of the research are:

(1) to develop the matrix format for depicting a complex water system,

(2) to demonstrate the application of the matrix format and its appli

cation in water planning, with particular reference toward water

reuse,

(3) to develop mathematical programming routines for a least cost

objective function using non-linear cost functions, and to demon

strate the application of the routines.

1.4 Scope of Work

The research emphasizes the development of models for water planning

which take into account all sources of supply and all sectors of demand.

Two such models were developed: (1) a descriptive model for an overall

water system, called here an input-output water balance model, and

(2) a least cost computer optimization model.

Both models are demonstrated using empirical data from the South

Platte River basin. The input-output model was used in fact to delineate

alternative modes of water supply development to meet overall water
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demands in the South Platte River Basin to 2020. This was done in

the Corps of Engineers' study. The model is also demonstrated at the

sub-basin level, using the Cache La Poudre River Basin as the case

situation. This work is reported by Reitar (1978). In addition,

the optimization model used the Cache La Poudre River Basin for the

case situation.

Because water reuse is tied into overall planning it is not

appropriate to consider it apart as a separate concept. The subject

of water reuse is addressed herein in this systems context. While

the subject is not investigated exhaustively by itself, the present

research provides the set-up for more explicit studies.

1.5 Methods

As noted, the research has two main thrusts: input-output

modeling and least cost optimization. The methods used in both are

described in this chapter. The two succeeding chapters outline the

achievements of each activity.

1.6 Input-Output Modeling

The conceptual basis for the input-output water balance model

was the economic input-output model of Leontief (1951). The development

of the former model used the latter model as a pattern. Further, like

Leontief's model, the water balance model is empirical in nature. A

case study, the water system of the South Platte River basin, was

jeveloped, which provided the empirical data for the model. In

addition, the case approach resulted in identification of the most

critical questions in construction of the model and assurance that

that procedures developed are immediately applicable (vis a vis, a

theoretical, or deductive approach).
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Future demands for water in the South Platte River basin were

projected to 2020. Municipal water demands were based upon combinations

of low, medium, and high series populations projections and low, medium,

and high per capita water uses. Then a selected set of projected water

demands from various use sectors were combined with assumptions about

the hydrologic availability of water. Two such sets of assumed condi

tions, representing "stress" and "average" conditions, were the basis

for input-output models constructed for 1980, 2000, and 2020. Proposed

projects were assigned priorities, i.e. projects based upon presently

held conditional decrees were first; water reuse by Denver was permitted

if needed by 2000 according to stated policy and water rights for reuse;

water transfers from agriculture were allowed next; finally the most

questionable and politically controversial projects were given lowest

priority. The roles of planned municipal water reuse in its system

context is then, at this point, discernible. Also, so is the more

extensive de facto reuse as practiced by the irrigated agriculture

community.

From the overall basin-wide South Platte input-output water balance

model, the interfaces with the water system of the Cache La Poudre

River basin was clarified. A similar model was then constructed for

the Cache La Poudre water system for 1970. This model was "nested"

within the large South Platte model, but it had considerably more

resolution.

The optimization model then utilized the data and the structure

of the Cache La Poudre input-output model. The latter was aggregated

considerably in order to develop a feasible demonstration.
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1.7 Post-Mortem

It may be appropriate, and instructive, to review the project

accomplishments as they occured actually, vis a vis what was contem

plated. The goal of the study was originally and is yet to develop

a better understanding of the planning context of water reuse. The

problem was seen as one of least cost optimization within the context

of a real system. So the tasks were to: define the system, develop

cost functions, and optimize.

The empirical or inductive, approach would require a continuous

confrontation with the dilemmas of real circumstances. Development

of a model and its demonstration under such circumstances ought then

to lead to results which would be more readily usable in practice than

if the preoccupation was on theoretical exercises. Particular emphasis

was placed on the development of optimization procedures for non-linear

cost functions.

The plan was followed and the optimization work was accomplished.

But a number of serendipitous benefits were derived in the process

and resulted in a reformulation of the project objectives, which are

stated under the objectives heading.

The original study was to utilize the Cache La Poudre water system

as the case study. It was soon obvious, however, that one could not

formulate the Cache La Poudre system exclusive of either the larger

South Platte system, or the adjacent basins which provide "foreign"

water. Thus, in order to understand a part of the system, one needs

to understand the whole system. It became evident, too, that an em

pirical model study is difficult for two reasons: (1) a prodigious

amount of labor is required, and (2) the model must face a rather

stern discipline, thus requiring adjustements and r ev i s i ons (i. e. it
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is an inductive process). Thus, the case study approach has more

inherent problems than the deductive approach (which permits the luxury

of contemplation without accountability). But it also has the promise

of bigger payoffs since practitioners don't often have the time to go

through the process of adapting elegant models to reality.

Also, the idea of a matrix was in mind from the beginning of the

project--but only asa structure for the optimization model. This

soon became an end instead of just a means. It was seen soon after

some initial trials that the matrix provided a visual picture of a

complex water system structure. This became the input-output model.

While it can be and was used as a basis for least cost optimization,

it has value itself from the fact that it is easy to use and that it

has considerable utility as a system model. Using it, one can focus

on legal or political questions, which may be of greatest interest.

Further, within basin systems as complex and highly developed as

those found in the Western United States, the merit of mathematical

optimization approaches may have limits simply because there are very

few alternatives available. Also, the political and legal factors

are likely to be overriding anyway. This does not say that least cost

optimization is not applicable. It says merely that one must use judg

ment in applying it.

The writing of this report reflects these new insights gained

through the process of accomplishing the research. It reflects the

fact that research often has serendipitous benefits.
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II. INPUT-OUTPUT MODELING

The input-output water balance model is a matrix representation

of selected water transfers occurring within a water resources system.

The water resources system represented could be of any type and size

(i.e., that of a factory, a city, a water district, an irrigation com

pany, a sub-basin, a river basin, a state, a region, etc.). The South

Platte River Basin is depicted in this study.

The strength of the input-output model is its quantitative

display, in the matrix format, of the innumerable interactions of a

complex water resources system. From this display, one can grasp either

the overall picture of the whole system or the minute quantitative

detail of any component part. Thus, the format makes readily accessible

a vast amount of data concerning any single item or group of items

(e.g., water use by a single city, water use by a group of cities). In

addition, the graphic display of a complex set of interactions easily

conveys the concept of a system. But above all, the matrix is a power

ful tool for system water planning.

2.1 Construction of an Input-Output Model

The method of construction and use of an input-output model can be

understood most easily by starting with a simple system depiction having

only a few interactions. Figure 2-1 is a block diagram of selected com

ponents, and their relevant interactions, for the South Platte basin as

it may have been at an early level of development (i.e., about 1890).

The input-output matrix that corresponds to Figure 2-1 is shown

in Figure 2-2. As seen in Figure 2-1, each of the system components

acts as either an origin of water (i. e., water is an "output" from

that component), or a destination for water (i. e., water is an "input"
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to that component)--or both. Most of the system components have both

outputs and inputs. In Figure 2-2, each of the system components hav-

ing "outputs" are shown as rows in the matrix, while all those having

"inputs" are shown as columns. Since most of the components have both

outputs and inputs, they are both rows and columns.

Any row in the matrix shows how the output from any system

component is distributed to one or more of the various system components

identified in the columns. The total supply available for distribution

from any component is shoWn in the right hand columns. By the same

token, the various water delivered to any component is given by the

numerical entries in the respective columns. The total water delivery

to any component is shown in the bottom row.
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Also, just as the block diagram must have a numerical balance

between outputs and inputs, so must the input-output matrix. For

example, all inputs to the irrigation component in Figure 2-1 must

be balanced by outputs from irrigation, i.e., both must add up to

1,868,000 acre-feet. These are seen as the column and row respectively

in Figure 2-2. Also, for the overall system, precipitation plus

imports must be balanced by system outflow, evaporation and storage

(150,000 acre-feet is stored in "offstream storage"). Thus, the flows

in both the overall system and each individual component within the

system must be balanced.

Once one has learned to think in terms of the input-output model,

it is easy to extract from the matrix any information desired. For

example: What amount of Laramie River flow is exported to the South

Platte basin? Answer: 2,000 acre-feet annually out of a total annual

flow of 139,000 acre-feet. What is the annual native flow in the

South Platte basin? Answer: 1,632,000 acre-feet (i.e., 321 +402 +

909). What is the agricultural demand? Answer: 1,868,000 acre-feet.

What amount of the agricultural demand is satisfied by precipitation?

Answer: 434,000 acre-feet. What is the basin irrigation efficiency

(i.e., ratio of evaporation to water appli~d)? Answer: 71 percent

(1,018,000 acre-feet evaporated/1,434,000 acre-feet applied). What

is the basin reuse factor (i.e., total water diverted for use divided

by native supplies plus imports)? Answer: 1.14 (i.e., 1,868,000

acre-feet diverted/1.634,000 acre-feet native flows plus imports).

The important point here is that one can query the matrix in any

manner desired to answer any questions of interest.
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The selection of system components for the matrix is probably the

most perplexing task. There must be a balance between resolution and

aggregation in order to keep the matrix meaningful, and yet tractable,

in size. For example: How many tributaries should be displayed? How

many stream reaches? Should irrigated land be disaggregated by sub

basin? Which cities should be included, or should they all be aggre

gated (or "lumped") into a "municipal sector?" The answers to these

questions are a matter of individual judgment, keeping in mind the

purpose which the input-output model is intended to 'serve (e.g., to

model a whole river basin, a municipal water system, etc.).

2.2 Planning

The input-output matrix can be utilized in planning in several

ways. First, new demands by water utilizing components, i.e., cities,

can be imposed by changing the bottom line entry for the respective

column. To meet the new demand, a new entry for that column must be

found from one of the rows--such that the new demand is satisfied.

Other questions related to the efficiency of certain policies, the

role of new projects, schemes for water reuse, etc., can be ascertained

by tracing the various water flows they cause through the rest of the

system. Any change to any part of the system has "ripple effects" on

other parts of the system; the input-output matrix is a way to trace

these effects.

One of the major attributes of the model is its visual display of

every possibility. Thus, the model permits an evaluation of various

water planning alternatives in terms of any considerations which may

be relevant (i.e., political, physical, economic, and hydrologic fea

sibilities, water rights, etc.). Such considerations must be integrated
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into the planning and evaluation process by personal knowledge (i.e.,

non-mathematically); the input-output matrix provides a vehicle for

this purpose.

2.3 Construction of the South Platte Model

Figure 2-3 is a photograph of an input-output water balance model

of the South Platte basin for the year 1970. The matrix consists of

the major "sector groupings" which are connnon to most water resources

systems. The "sectors" and the "sector components" on the other hand

are unique to the South Platte basin. The broadest category in this

taxonomy is the "sector group." This category consists generally of

"Supply sectors," "transport sectors," "storage sectors," "use sectors,"

and "exit sectors." Most water resources systems would have these

types of sector groups. The next level is the "sector." The labels in

Figure 2-3 start at this level. The third level of disaggregation is

the "sector component," all of the detailed side and top labels in

Figure 2-3 are of this category. Table 2-1 illustrates the idea of

such a hierarchical disaggregation with examples from the South Platte

basin input-output model of Figure 2-3. The complete sets of sectors

and sector components developed for the South Platte input-output

model are seen in Figure 2-3. These are, of course, unique to the

South Platte River Basin.
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Table 2-1. Hierarchy of Sector Groupings for Construction of an
Input-Output Matrix Using Illustrative Examples from
South Platte Model, Figure 2-3

I

i Sector Group
,

Sector Sector Component

Supply Sectors Origins Atmosphere--Other Basins
Atmosphere--South Platte
Reservoir Storage

Sub-Basins of the Cherry Creek
South Platte River Plum Creek
Basin Bear Creek

Transport Transbasin Diversions Cheyenne Pipeline
Sectors to South Platte Basin Wilson Ditch

Laramie Poudre Tunnel

Use Sectors Municipal Denver
Boulder

Agriculture Mountain Lands
Transition Lands

The actual selection of sectors and sector components for a given

input-output model is a trial and error process. One must first of all

be intimately familiar with the system being modeled in order to identify

the sectors and sector components which are appropriate. The sector com-

ponents are then selected and aggregated, as necessary, to keep the size

of the matrix tractable, and grouped into ~hat seems to be the most

suitable sector. This process is repeated until one finds a concise

and articulate depiction of the system which seems the most satisfac-

tory and suitable for the intended purpose. For some purposes a great

amount of detail may be desirable. For example, creeks and tributaries

of the main stream, stream reaches, individual canals, tracts of agri-

cultural land, water treatment plants and wastewater treatment plants,

etc., may be shown if these units are important to the planning pro-

cess. An input-output model with such detail would be intractable in
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size if done for a whole river basin; a sub-basin, a water district,

or some othe disaggregation sub-unit would be necessary to handle

such detail. For the South Platte basin, input-output model of

Figure 2-3, much of this detail is "lumped" into larger sector

components. For example, water treatment plants and wastewater

treatment plants are lumped into the cities identified within the

municipal sector. Always there must be compromise between aggregation

and disaggregation.

2.4 Media for Graphic Display

An input-output matrix can be constructed graphically on paper by

typing or lettering, etc. The display media used for this study con

sisted of an eight foot by eight foot magnetic board, which had attached

to it, one inch strips for sector and sector component labels and numer

ical data. This method works quite well in that it facilitates the

trial and error process of determining the appropriate sectors and

sector components and their arrangement for the water resources system

depicted. Once the system is finalized, a photograph is taken of the

board for permanent record. To make the board detail readable by

photograph, the sector component labels were one inch colored strips;

one inch squares were used for numerical data. These strips and squares

are magnetic rubber which attach easily to the magnetic board. Color

coding of sector labels and water transfer data was used to more easily

identify the various types of information displayed. For example, all

water transfers which consist of moving water to and from the various

sector components were color coded yellow; if a water right (or by

corollary, a use) is associated with the transfer, the color is white.
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The grouping of data is facilitated further by the bold lines separating

the major sector interactions. Figure 2-3 is a photograph of the 1970

South Platte basin input-output matrix constructed on the eight foot by

eight foot magnetic board. The same magnetic board was used to construct

the South Platte input-output models for 1980, 2000 and 2020.

Another tool which can facilitate construction of an input-output

model display is the computer. A computer program, called IOPLOT, was

developed to accomplish this. Goldbach (1977) has prepared a user's

manual for IOPLOT. The program may be useful in several situations.

First, in the early stages of model construction when decisions on

which sector components should be included and their position in the

matrix are all in a state of flux, changes can be accomplished merely

by punching new cards or rearranging their order. Second, the input

output display from the computer output may provide a useful format for

making changes by hand to the numerical data within the matrix. This

method was used to work out future conditions for 1980, 2000 and 2020

in the present study. Third, the computer gives the capacity to perform

various types of arithmetic on the vast amount of numerical data con

tained within the matrix. The program IOPLOT has subscripted some of

the data within the matrix to facilitate this process. It is up to

the user to add the statements to extract the information of interest.

Finally, the matrix display constructed from IOPLOT is self sufficient

as an input-output model display by itself. It was designed to provide

such a display for those wishing to contruct an input-output model in

a quick and easy manner.
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2.5 Water Supply-Demand Scenarios for the South Platte by Input-Output
Modeling

The input-output water balance model was used to depict the various

water resource systems of the South Platte basin for 1970. Figure 2-3

shows the 1970 model. After the 1970 model was completed, two "scenario

assumption sets" were developed for each of the years 1980, 2000, and

2020. Each scenario assumption set consisted of a different set of

assumed conditions relative to water supply and water demand factors.

From these scenario assumption sets the respective input-output models

were constructed. These are shown as Figures 2-4 and 2-5 for 1980A

and 1980B; Figures 2-6 and 2-7 for 2000A and 2000B; Figures 2-8 and 2-9

for 2020A and 2020B.

The input-output models for the scenario assumption sets were

intended to provide an understanding on how the water transaction

systems of the South Platte River basin might respond internally in

adjusting to different future conditions of supply and demand. In this

manner the role of water reuse could ascertained; i.e., it is one of

the adjustments which could be made. The probZem is not to predict

the future~ but rather to understand how the system might respond~

and whether it has the capacity to respond~ to certain combinations

of events. These events might range from "expected" to situations

which might severely stress the basin's water resource systems. This

section describes the 1970, 1980, 2000, and 2020 input-output models

and shows how they may be used to depict a manner in which the demands

on water supplied within the basin might be satisfied as a result of

selected future conditions (i.e., the scenario assumption set). Thus

the model results for 1980A, 1980B, 2000A, 2000B, 2020A, 2020B are
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really the "scenarios"--albeit they are deterministic in nature vis a

vis narrative. The "scenario assumption sets" selected for the respec

tive models (or scenarios) are really assumptions about future ambient

conditions and policies. While this is a limitation of the scenarios

shown, it also illustrates the utility of the input-output model in

exploring the efficacy of proposed projects and policies (i.e., relative

to reducing per capita consumption, limiting further imports, building

or not building certain projects, transferring water from agriculture,

implementing planned water reuse, etc). The choices and their combi

nations in terms of a "scenario assumption sets" are infinite. Those

chosen for this work were for both "average" and "stress" conditions

for the future.

2.5.1. 1970 Input-Output ModeZ. The 1970 water balance model for the

South Platte basin is seen in Figure 2-3. The matrix was designed to

delineate the relationships between the water supplies and uses within

the basin. The sectors making up the rows and columns were chosen to

show the flow of water transactions--both natural and manmade--from

initial sources, through the water supply infrastructure, to the demand

sectors, and finally to the atmosphere (as consumptive use) and basin

outflow. The sector components were chosen to provide a meaningful

amount of resolution and to fit the 82 x 80 spaces available for rows

and columns respectively, on the magnetic board.

The construction of the 1970 matrix, as shown in Figure 2-3,

required over two years of time and has involved two projects.

The basic concept and methodology of the input-output water balance

modeling was developed during 1974-75 under the present project
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sponsored by the Office of Water Research and Technology. The work is

described by Hendricks and DeHaan (1975). The model developed was for

the South Platte basin water supply-demand system. The second year has

utilized the input-output model in the Corps of Engineers sponsored

study. This latter study has developed the methodology of input-output

modeling to a further extent (see Goldbach, 1977). In addition the

Corp project, in Volumes 2-6 of the final report, compiled an extensive

amount of data documentation for present and projected supplies and

demands for water.

Documentation of data. The 1970 input-output model for the South

Platte River Basin, as shown in Figure 2-3 involves some 400 items of

data. Each required documentation. Many of the 160 "totals" rows and

columns required such documentation also.

The documentation process was the most laborious phase of the

input-output modeling. The division of labor for this task was by the

major sectors (i.e., supply sectors, transfer sectors, use sectors,

etc), identified within the 1970 matrix. Volumes 2-6 inclusive, of

the Corps project, comprise the set of results for the documentation

process. Each of these volumes is a self contained treatise on its

respective subject. However, the primary purpose of each volume is

to support the input-output model with needed data. In most cases the

development of data necessitated the use of primary sources, including

records from the files of plants, cities, and other entities. This

was because published data were either not available or were aggregated

in a form difficult to use for the input-output modeling.

The validity of the input-output model is no better than the data

used and so it is advisable to have both an appreciation for the labor
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involved in developing good data and a respect for its importance.

There are also numerous serendipitous benefits to developing and having

good data. One of these is the familiarization with the systems in

volved in the input-output modeling. The ~odeling process is not a

sterile seeking of abstract numerical data; continuous judgments and

interpretations are a part of the process. From this it is possible

to understand the systems involved in a very intuitive manner. In

fact it would be possible to computerize some of the tasks of input

output modeling--such as mass balancing. However, it is felt that

hand methods are more desirable in order to preserve a "feel" for the

systems involved. Thus the process of developing an input-output

model is as important as the result, as it develops the familiarity

with the system.

Excerpts from 1970 South Pl.atte Model.. The 1970 input-output

mdoel for the South Platte River Basin shows the basic structure of

the existing system of water transfers. This structure is seen in

both the selection of sectors and sector components and in the quan

titative data within the matrix designating the specific water

transfers.

The general structure of any water transfer system consists of

hydrologic systems, water distribution systems, and various use systems.

These are depicted for the 1970 South Platte basin model in Figure 2-3.

The structure shown is the context, within which adjustments (i.e., new

projects, cloud seeding, water rights transfers, water conservation,

etc), will be made to meet future demanos hy the various use sectors

and to handle any contingencies in supplies. The 1970 model provides

a way to study the overall basin-wide system in order to ascertain the
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tradeoffs involved in responding to these future conditions. This

requires an understanding of the 1970 model in terms of its internal

details. Excerpts of this detail are given in the following para

graphs. They illustrate the type of information which can be extracted

from the model. Also some of the information extracted is useful in

itself in characterizing the water resource development state of the

basin.

The 1970 model is best understood by tracing the flows of water

through the various systems. The description of the 1970 model which

follows is indicative of the types of information which can be extracted

from the matrix.

Origins. The initial source of all water in the basin is

precipitation from the atmosphere. This is seen in Figure 2-3 in

two labels: "Atmosphere-Other Basins," and "Atmosphere-South Platte."

The former includes 1970 annual precipitation falling on the Upper

Colorado River Basin above selected gaging stations, the North Platte

River Basin in Colorado, and the Laramie River Basin in Colorado.

Precipitation for the long-term average is shown in the line above

for comparison purposes. Figure 2-3 shows that the 1970 precipitation

falling of the South Platte basin was 17,104,400 acre-feet. The

evaporation back to the atmosphere amounted to 13,417,580 acre-feet.

The balance is distributed to agriculture, groundwater recharge, and

streamflow; the total water available to the hydrologic systems of

the South Platte is the sum of these three categories; it amounts to

3,687,040 acre-feet. The native stream flows in the South Platte was

1,902,700 acre-feet. Reservoir storage and groundwater storage can

be either sources of water (i.e., carryover storage from 1969), or
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destinations in the event storage is carried over to 1971. The native

flow of the Colorado River basin, above those gaging stations nearest

the points of diversion, was 1,901,800 acre-feet. All of these data

are traceable in the matrix.

Transfers. The transfers of water from the other basins to the

reservoirs and diversion structures are seen in the upper left corner

of the matrix bounded by a white line. The surface water transfers

to the South Platte basin from other basins amounted to 303,410 acre

feet. Thes west slope diversions from the Colorado River system totaled

272,390 acre-feet, or 14 percent of the native flows of the Colorado

River, gaged at the high elevation stations for 1970. The diversions

into the South Platte basin are seen by the sector given the label

"Transbasin Diversions to South Platte R. Basin," which has red color

in Figure 2-3. Some of the transfers are made to streams and others

are made to the Colorado Big Thompson and Moffat distribution systems.

The distribution of water from the streams is seen across the rows

from the sector "Sub-basins of the South Platte River."

Use Factors. The intake of water by the various use sectors is

seen in the columns, under the respective sectors. The total uses by

each of the use sector components are given in the bottom row, called

"Input Totals." The total uses amounted to 383,140 acre-feet by the

municipal sector (including that given to industry); 106,580 by the

industrial sector (self supplied); 92,830 power generation in thermal

cooling; 995,790 acre-feet by hydro power generation (this high figure

is due to the fact that several hydro power plants are associated with

the Colorado-Big Thompson system); 4,952,150 by the agricultural sector,

of which 3,397,640 acre-feet was delivered by irrigation (the balance
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was "effective precipitation"). The beneficial water use in the basin

is color coded by the black on white squares; the total beneficial water

use in the basin amounted to 5,570,670 acre-feet. The "reuse factor"

for the basin was 2.5 [5,570,670/(1,902,700 + 303,410)]; in other words,

the water reaching the basin was very well used--especially by agricul

ture. This is possible because the water not used consumptively is

returned to the South Platte River or to recharge the groundwater

aquifer, built up adjacent to the river over the last 100 years by

irrigation. Groundwater was the source of 1,589,830 acre-feet of water.

However, most of this came from the aquifers recharged from irrigation;

they are really a part of the stream systems since much of the water,

if not pumped, would return to the South Platte River.

Consumptive use by the various use sectors is of interest also.

Consumptive use for the municipal sector was 105,140 acre-feet, or 27

percent of the water taken in. Consumptive use by agriculture was

2,606,220 acre-feet, or 53 percent of total water applied, which in

cludes precipitation falling during the irrigation season.

Other Observations. The role of the streams in the South Platte

basin is seen by examining the row and column vectors for any given

stream. The Cache La Poudre River, for example, had a native flow of

321,220 acre-feet. However, the stream carried 712,000 acre-feet

aggregated total. Of this imported water flow was 32,250 acre-feet.

Deliveries from upstream reservoir storage were 960 acre-feet and

Horsetooth Reservoir delivered 64,870 acre-feet. Return flows were

293,400 acre-feet, of which 259.420 acre-feet came from agriculture

via "groundwater" in the matrix. Similarly the Cache La Poudre River
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distributed 501,500 acre-feet for beneficial use. The overall reuse

factor for the sub-basin was 1.2 [501,500/(321,200 + 970 + 32,250 +

64,870)]. However, the stream also delivered 129,000 acre-feet of

water to the South Platte River. The lower reuse factor reflects the

fact that most of the agricultural lands in this sub-basin receive

water from ditches diverting virgin water. The water delivered to

the South Platte from this stream then is essentially all reused water.

The basin outflOW from the South Platte River was 816,000 acre-feet,

while the South Platte River Compact requires only 48,700 acre-feet.

Thus, a considerable amount of water could be captured for use in

Colorado if sufficient storage was available.

Further Notes on Using the 1970 ModeZ. Further attention should

be given to two procedural facets of the input-output modeling process

which are demonstrated in the 1970 model. These are: 1) aggregation;

and 2) mass balancing.

Aggregation. As noted previously, the input-output model would

become too unwieldy without a considerable amount of aggregation of

data. The system first must be disaggregated in enough detail at the

data gathering state to discern the idividual elements which are to

comprise an aggregation unit. These elements are recombined in the

aggregation process. The final aggregation may obscure a great wealth

of detail. If such detail is desired for the South Platte basin the

Corps of Engineers report set volumes can be consulted. These volumes

document in considerable resolution the data contained in the 1970

and the 1980, 2000, and 2020 models. A more disaggregated input

output display can be constructed from these data if desired. This
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can be done for any subsystem of interest such as an irrigation

district, a municipality, a sub-basin, or a smaller unit such as a

collection system. The idea is illustrated using the Homestake

Pipeline as an example. Figure 2-10 is an excerpt from the 1970

input-output model, as seen in Figure 2-3, for the Homestake Pipeline

system. Figure 2-11 is a schematic of the Homestake Pipeline Project

in an expanded version. This more detailed diagram was developed in

order to construct the input-output model of Figure 2-3, and the

Figure 2-10 excerpt, which have less detail. The essential point is

that one can see the amount of detail required in Figure 2-11 in order

to construct a more aggregated depiction of the same system, as seen

in Figure 2-10.

Mass Balancing. The mass balancing of the flows of water to and

from each system and subsystem contained within the South Platte input

output models was rigorously adhered to in the construction of all of

the seven models (i.e., 1970, 1980, 2000, 2020). In other words, for

any system or sub-system:

I inputs = I outputs.

This princinle is illustrated at three levels for the 1970 model: (1)

the "South Platte basin-Other basins" combined systems: (2) the South

Platte basin as a whole, (3) any sector component (except inputs and

exits). Figure 2-12 shows the mass balancing for these three levels,

using the City of Fort Collins as the example for the "sector compo

nent" level. The diagrams shown were constructed from data contained in

the 1970 input-output model, Figure 2-3. In each case, the sum of the

inputs equals the sum of the outputs.
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Table 2-2. Scenario Factor Sets:
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1980, 2000, 2020.

SECTOR DH1-\ND FACTOR 1980 2000 2020
A B A B A B

I Low Series;:l <::
:::"oj 0 Medium Series X X X X Xa ~.~

c, .., High Series X X
220 X I X

oj ~
214 X

~ .., <lJ"d 191 I X<lJ •.., 'J: ~o, ~:::J Oil 167 I X
'"u ~

I 150 X
I

<J1 -< I 1975 Activity Level;:l '" 0 ~ X X X X X X'"0 'rl OJ 0 (less 3 sugar factories)c; ~U)..,

Pawnee No. 1 X : X X X X X
Fort 51. Vrain No. 1 X X X X X
Rawhide I X i X X X
Pawnee No. 2 I I I X X
Fort St. Vrain No. ~ I X X
Two Coal Strip Mines I X X X
One Underground Mine i X X
One Coal Gas Plant i X X X
Fort St. Vrain No.3,
One Add. Nuclear I X
Four Add. Coal Fired Plants I

Med i um LvI. Urban Encroachment X X X X X
Nedium System Efficiency X I X X X X
Average Precipitation X I X X X
Average Sub-Basin Transfers X : X X X X X
Drougllt l.cve l I'reCiPi(~1t-i-O-n--I---i.X ---I-X -
~c______ _ -----l--t--- c---- -
Tran~fc:'s from Sector i X X X X X
I'ermlsslhlc, as necessary 1 . _

SECTOR SUPPLY FACTOR 1980 20no 202~
A B A B A B

Long Draw Expansion X X X X X X
Aurora takes its 50% of

X X XHomestake water X X

Windy Gap X X X X
<J1 Joe Wright X X X X;:l <J1
0'" Homestake Expansion X X X X<:: 0
<lJ OJ Wi lliams Fork Expansion X X X XbJ)"""-"
o 0 Straight Creek X Xx 1-<
U-l"- East Gore X X I

Eagle-Piney X I X
Eagle-Colorado X X

I <J1 T\vo Forks X X X X
<::

..,
Narrows X X X XQ) u

Cl) til (j) Denver Reuse Xo ;::j'r-,
"d 0 0 Other /linor Projects X X X X~ ~

U3 o,
Other ExchangesCities Reuse

Q)
<J1 Average Precip. and Runoff X X X X> "...,
0 Drought (1953-57 4-Year ___.~.__J_~__.., X.,4: Average)

-'--~----



Table 2-3. Sununary of "Scenario Factor Sets" for 1980, 2000, 2020.

I

Scenario Scenario Factor Choices

Scenario Population Per Capita Energy S. Platte Colorado Native ScenarioYear Use Water R. WaterSet Projection (QPcd) Projects Projects Pro3ects Flows Features

\

I1980 A M 214 2 0 1 Average Normal
projection-s

B M 150 2 0 2 Drought Stress, ; .e. ,
drought

2000 A M 191 3 3 6 Average Normal
projections

B H 220 8 3 6 Average Stress, i.e., high
population

2020 A H 220 8 3 6-10 Average Stress, i.e., high
population

B M 167 7 3 6-10 Drought Stress, ; .e.,
drought

M= Medium series population projection.

-1>0
o
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(i.e., purchases of water rights) are permitted as necessary. The

latter was a second priority method of meeting municipal and industrial

demands in the input-output modeling, after presently conceived water

projects were utilized.

Scenarios. The scenario is the outcome caused by imposing

certain assumptions about the future for a particular system of interest.

Usually, a scenario is thought of as a narrative future history. The

term is used here with this connotation, but the "future" is given in

terms of the input-output model. A particular "scenario assumption set"

is imposed on the input-output model and the internal adjustments which

must be made, as depicted on the model, is the "scenario." In a mathe

matical sense, the assumptions are the "boundary condition" for the

model. In other words, the scenario is the resulting configuration of

water transfers for the basin as a whole, depicted by the input-output

model. While the input-output model outcome is both necessary and

sufficient as the scenario, the model output may be supplemented by

a narrative interpretation of the numerical configuration--if desired

(as noted, the narrative is the more usual idea of a scenario).

A most critical point is that there is no prediction of the future.

Rather, the scenario is a device to expZore how the system may respond

to possible future conditions. In other words, the key question is not:

what is the future? but, does the system have the capacity to handle

stress conditions? or normal conditions? etc. Whether the system

response is satisfactory or not is a matter of evaZuation. This takes

place against expectations, i.e., whether objectives are met, the pre

vailing norms of society, etc. If these norms are not codified then

they must be established by the political process. The basic goal of
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the input-output modeling of the South Platte is to permit a planning

exploration to ascertain whether, and in what manner, the South Platte

can adjust to possible future conditions relative to demand and supply.

In other words: Are presently conceived projects adequate? If they

are blocked, can the system still adjust? or, Are they necessary in the

first place?--etc., etc.

2.5.3. Interpretation of Scenario Results: 1980, 2000, 2020. The

outcomes of the scenario assumption sets--the scenarios--for 1980,

2000, and 2020 are seen in Figure 2-3 to 2-9 inclusive. These

matrices contain the information relative to the flow of water through

out all segments shown of the important subsystems of the South Platte

River basins. Thus they can be queried to provide whatever amount and

type of information is desired about water balances.

While the matrices can be studied in order to glean a desired

understanding of how the system may respond to the particular "scenario

assumption set" imposed, some of the essential questions may be abstracted

from the matrices in the form of selected "index questions." Table 2-4

shows a set of numerical indices about the South Platte system which

were abstracted from the seven input-output models developed, i.e., in

Figure 2-3 to 2-9. The indices of information seen in Table 2-4 were

selected to provide a way to discern some of the essential differences

in the 1980, 2000, and 2020 scenarios. The indices are identified in the

rows of the table. Their numerical comparisons for different scenarios

are seen under the respective columns. The indices are grouped into two

general categories: supply and demand. The "scenario assumption set",

i.e., whether A or B, is shown also.
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Summary of Selected Water Information from Input~Output

Model Scenarios, 1970-2020,

YEAR 1970 1980 1980 2000 2000 2020 2020

SCENARIO ASSlJolPTIONs A B A B A B

Native Runoff 1,826.510 1,354,000 (Avg) 672,060 1,350,650 CAvg) 1,350.650 (Avg) 1,350,650 (Avg) 672,060
(Drought) (Drought)

Population 1,531,600 1.887.200 1,887,200 2,617.100 3,112,000 3,980,300 3 ,11S.l80
(Med. Series) (Med.Series) (Med. Series) (High Series) (High Series) (Ned.Series)

Per Capita Use 220 214 150 191 220 220 167
Energy Deve 1opment Self-Suff. Med. Series Med. Series High High Series Med.Series
Industry No Change Stable Stable Stable Stable Stable
Irrigated Acreage Free Market Elastic Stable Stable Stable Elastic

IMPORT SOURCES

N. Platte -0- 1.360 1,350 4,610 4,610 4,610 4,610
Laramie 19,420 19,670 19,670 19.670 19,670 19,670 19,670
Colorado R. 327.320 285,310 248.330 302.310 302,310 302,310 302,310
Fraser R. 42,160 54.930 47.220 145,590 146,490 102,540 130.760
Williams Fork 2,110 5,550 5,510 6,650 9,260 25,080 12,160
Blue 31.41tl 42,460 tJ8,080 101.250; 146.490 193.950 121,440
Piney -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-
Eagle 3,370 13,220 13,220 33.740 H,BO 33.740 13,220
L. Snake R,2}O 7.130 7,130 12,220 22.920 27,480 12,080
Arkansas -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-
Other Rivers 470 120 120 -0- -0- 120 120

Total Exports 434,490 429,750 410,630 626.040 685.480 709,520 609.720

PROJECT WATER

CaT (brought over) 204.640 226,960 226.980 280,960 280,980 280,980 280,980
f.k:lffat (brought over) 43,960 59,870 52,120 73,880 102.880 127,000 61,480
Roberts (brought over) 10.620 30,160 59,670 92.840 167.540 176,500 107,S40
Windy Gap -0- -0- -0- 54.000 54.000 54.000 54.000
Eagle Piney -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -D-
Eagle Colorado -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-
East Gore -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-
Other Proj ects 30 -0- -0- -0- -0- 9.0 5.490

NATIVE RUNOFF IMPORTS 2.261,000 1,783,750 1,082,690 1,976,690 2,036.130 2,060,170 1.281,760

SECTOR WATER USES

Agricul ture 3,997.840 3,781,6.90 3."51,350 3,781,690 3,781.690 3,781,690 3,636.800
Industry except thermal cooling 112.200 92,760 85,020 106,470 113,600 113.600 108,100
Thermal Cooling 93,990 141,050 141.050 151,050 207,650 221,630 168.250
Municipal (water rights only) 383,270 458,210 :H6.980 5S9.490 766,510 983,020 593,010
Total Basin Demand 4,587.300 4,473,640 4,194,400 4.598,700 4,879,450 5,099,940 4,506,160

REUSE FACTOR FOR BASIN
(does not include groundwater
or precipitation 2.03 2.51 3.87 2.33 2.40 2.48 3.52

--
SOURCES OF WATER

Stream Diversions 2,779,440 2,707,800 2,303.400 2,786,810 2,360,110 2,621,040 2,295.970

Imports 434,490 429,750 410,630 626,040 685,480 709,520 528,770

Transfers from Agriculture -0- -0-

Water Conservation -0- -0- -0-

Oi rect Reuse -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- 78,370 72,570

Groundwater 1,589,830 1,531,260 1,688,840 1,550,1flO l,587,90n 1,627,900 1,726,750

-
BASI N OUTFLOW 816,600 484,480 177,970 550,820 524,440 492,280 127,490

SECTOR CONSUM IVE USES

Agriculture 2,606,220 2,582,310 2,284,490 2,582,310 2,582,310 2,582,310 2,408,180

Industry 17,360 20,250 20,250 20,800 21.300 21,300 21,300

From Reservoirs 1970 9,540 25,870 25,870 37.580 98,620 102,500 50,520

Consumptive Uses 105,140 132,960 90,590 88,320 225,460 289,710 170.390

Total 2,738,260 2,761,390 2,421,200 2,729,010 2,927,590 2,995,820 2,650,390
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The first major index in Table 2-4 is IMPORTS. Imports from other

basins have been and will continue to be an important source of water

for the South Platte basin. At the 434,490 acre-feet level in 1970 this

is not likely to increase in 1980 due to the time required to develop

a new project. In the 2000A and 2000B and the 2020A and 2020B scenarios,

imports are shown increased by some 200,000 acre-feet, to the 600,000

acre-feet level (709,000 acre-feet for 2020A): Planned projects and

the perfection of existing water rights were the p~ysical and legal

means of increasing the levels of imported water. This was one of the

rules assumed in the scenario development: Colorado River water would

be developed only as needed, as provided for by planned projects and

by perfection of existing water rights, or purchase of the necessary

senior rights. How the water is obtained is seen in terms of both

surface water sources (i.e., streams) and selected proposed projects for

development of some of these sources. The trends in Table 2-4 show that

the Blue River is relied upon most heavily for future development. For

example the 2020A scenario would utilize 193,950 acre-feet from this

source; this compares with 31,410 acre-feet presently taken from the

Blue River. This increased diversion level is enabled by perfection of

present conditional water rights, which are subject to the limitations

of the Blue River Decree. The present Harold D. Roberts tunnel would

transport the water from storage in Dillon Reservoir to the North Fork

of the South Platte River. Two Forks Reservoir would be required also

to provide adequate storage. Because the time resolution of the input

output model is the year, the role of storage is not evident. Other

major sources of additional water for import include the Colorado River,

the Fraser River, the Eagle River and the Little Snake.
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Of particular interest is: what portion of the annual streamflow

(as measured at the nearest gaging station) will be diverted from a

given stream? Two streamflows were used in the modeling: long-term

average annual, computed from the available records; and a "drought

period" as determined by the 1953 to 1956 four year period. The 1980B

and 2020B scenarios used drought streamflows, while the 1980A, 2000A,

and 2000B and 2000A used average streamflows; 1970 used actual stream

flows. These virgin streamflows, average and drought, are shown in

Figures 2-3 to 2-9. Comparing them with the average annual diversions

for each scenario shows that presently and in the future about 80

percent of the flow of the Upper Colorado River, i.e., near Granby, is

diverted. Also under the 2020 scenarios about 64 percent of the average

annual flow of the Fraser River and 60 percent of the Blue River would

be diverted. Diversions from the other streams would be much less.

The second question is: what projects can be used to develop the

necessary water? Although several combinations are possible the scenario

rule was: use existing projects and facilities and imminent projects

to the extent possible. Under this rule, the Windy Gap project was

assumed to go on line by 2000 since it already has a considerable mo

mentum. Also, it was assumed that the Joe Wright storage project of

Fort Collins would be on line, that the City of Aurora would utilize

its full entitlement of the Homestake Project, that the Narrows project

would be completed, and that Denver would first perfect its conditional

decrees on the Blue and Fraser Rivers. With these assumptions, it is

seen in Table 2-4 that many of the proposed projects are not utilized

in the scenarios developed, i.e., 2020A and 2020B in particular. This
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is significant, because the 2020A assumes average streamflow and the

high series population along with the high per capita municipal use,

while the 2020B scenario assumes drought level strearnflows and the

medium series population. These are both "stress" conditions for the

basin. The first is with respect to demand and the second is with

respect to supply--albeit they are not the most stressful scenario

assumptions which could have been used.

The role of groundwater in the scenario is seen in Table 2-4 also.

The use of groundwater in 1970 was about 1,589,830 acre-feet; most is

used by the agricultural sector. In the drought year scenarios, i.e.,

1980B and 2020B, this is increased to about 1,700,000 acre-feet. At

the same time the municipalities will utilize their purchased surface

water rights, calling back the water leased to agriculture. Thus the

groundwater under these scenarios would act as a drought year buffer.

For this scenario to be workable a certain portion of the groundwater

aquifers would have to be held in reserve to be utilized as "buffer"

during drought years. If development of groundwater proceeded to an

even higher limit than presently such management flexibility to handle

drought conditions may be lost. Also groundwater models would be re

quired to ascertain whether this was feasible (i.e., whether the ripar

ian aquifer of the plains South Platte River could indeed be managed in

such a manner).

The uses of water by each use sector is seen in the lower portion

of Table 2-4. Agricultural water use falls off from the 3,997,840

acre-feet used in 1970 to 3,600,000 to 3,800,000 for the various

scenarios. The lower range is in response to the drought scenarios;

the free market transfers of water were assumed, to permit the municipal
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sector to meet its demands by taking agricultural water in times of

stress. This is possible now for several Front Range cities, i.e., it

is common practice presently for municipalities to have "water in the

bank" with agriculture, which they draw upon when needed; they purchase

agricultural water rights, lease the water back to agriculture, and use

it as required to meet the demands of growth or drought. Industrial

water use is assumed to remain rather constant for all scenarios. How

ever, the demand for thermal cooling nearly doubles from the 1970 levels.

Municipal water goes up from near 383,270 acre-feet in 1970 to 983,000

acre-feet for a per capi~a demand of 220 gpcd. Using this same per capita

demand for the 2020A scenario (instead of 220) resul~s in a municipal

demand of 670,000 acre-feet, a saving of some 300,000 acre-feet. Along

with groundwater and the "water in the bank" with agriculture, this is

another method to maintain a resiliency for contending with contingencies

(i.e., droughts). From this point of view, it may not be wise to impose

a low per capita use (i.e., by metering) except during time of drought

(the savings in water treatment costs is, of course, another consideration

relative to this question). Total basin water uses vary with scenario

assumptions. It ranges from 4,194,400 acre-feet in the 1980B scenario

to 5,099,940 acre-feet for the 2020A scenario. The 1970 basin use was

4,587,300 acre-feet. This range is not large relative to the total

water use, although squeezing even a little bit more water use out of

the system, when the system is near the limit of development, if diffi

cult.

The consumptive use by the various use sectors, seen also in Table

2-4 ranges from 2,421,200 acre-feet to 2,995,820 acre-feet, with agri

cultural consumptive use accounting for over 80 percent of this amount.
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This exceeds the native flow plus imports to the basin; the difference

is made up by precipitation and groundwater; which is seen in the input

output matrices. This large quantity of consumptive use is essentially

unavoidable although it could be reduced by selective capital invest

ments to reduce exposures of water to the atmosphere (i.e., phreatophyte

growths, seeps along canals, excess application of irrigation water,

etc.). It does say quite a bit about the intensity of water use and

reuse within the basin.

Another index of water use within the basin is "basin outflow."

This varies from a low of 137,490 acre-feet for the 2020B drought

scenario to 816,600 of actual outflow in 1970. Since only 47,116 acre

feet of flow across the Colorado-Nebraska border is required, the

difference could be captured for use in Colorado (this is true in a

legal sense). The Narrows Project will capture some of this (i.e.,

about 122,000 acre-feet net). Regardless of what is captured of this

outflow, the amount is low relative to the native flows and imported

water.

Another index of the basin water activity is a "reuse index."

It is defined as the ratio of total water uses (i.e., as permitted by

water uses) (i.e., as permitted by water rights) to the sum of the

native water plus imports; groundwater use and precipitation are ex

cluded from this definition. The ratio varies from 2.03 to 3.87 for

the different scenarios. Again the drought scenarios result in the

highest reuse factors. All of this reuse is of a fortuitous nature.

Direct reuse in the 2020A scenario is 78,370 acre-feet; a similar

amount is used in the 2020B scenario. A direct reuse project is
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planned by the Denver Water Department which would come on line after

2000 and deliver much more than indicated in the scenarios; the present

vision of the size is 100 mgd.

2.5.4. Conclusions from the Scenarios. The physical infrastructure to

produce and deliver water in the South Platte basin and then return it

for further use has developed over the period since 1858 when the first

water right was established on Clear Creek. Today it represents an

aggregate capital investment of many millions of dollars. Involved

are dams and reservoirs for storage, tunnels for transbasin water

transfers, miles of pipelines and canals, and distribution facilities

as required by farm, city and industry, and finally wastewater treat

ment facilities. The management or institutional infrastructure too

has evolved over the same period and in fact guided the physical infra

structure. The cornerstone of the institutional infrastructure is, of

course, the appropriation doctrine. But the management operations are

handled by a multitude of state and federal agencies, cities, irrigation

districts, and other forms of organization.

While both the management entities and the physical systems have

been developed as autonomous units to serve specific use entities (i.e.,

cities, industries, agricultural areas) there is extensive interlinkage

in both management arrangements and physical interdependencies. For

example, purchase of agricultural water rights and lease back to

agriculture until needed is a common management arrangement. So too

is the "point of diversion" stipulation of Colorado water law. The

physical interdependencies may involve sharing storage or conveyance
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facilities, or the hydrologic interdependence between wastewater

production by a city and its downstream use by agriculture.

These many physical interdependencies and institutional

arrangements constitute, collectively, a system. The input-output

matrix is a model of this system--albeit it lacks the detail described

above. However, individually each of the linkages of each arrangement,

is a fit. And so the system is a collection of fits. The complex

system which has evolved is a collection of these fits. The framework

for their evolvement has been the appropriation doctrine which, combined

with a laissez-faire entrepreneurial ethic, encourages the development and

use of new water.

The key point is that the present system has evolved "spontaneously,"

satisfying the multitude of individual fits between available water

supplies and the economic and survival needs of the basin. Any delib

erate comprehensive basin-wide planning would have difficulty in achieving

such well serving fits. One might assert that these particular fits

represent the highest level of "happiness" in the use of basin water

resources.

However, there are continuing inexorable stresses on the basin's

water resources. No longer is it relatively easy to build a new project,

to divert water from another basin, or to fulfill the entrepreneurial

spirit and find "new" water. There is some hydrologic upper limit to

this activity. The development state of the South Platte River Basin

is near that limit. Earlier, this was called the apex stage of de

velopment. In addition, for Colorado, there are legal limits concerning

what may be done in terms of interstate compacts, also there is de

veloping a clouded legal interpretation of some of these documents
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(e.g., with respect to federal reserve water rights, Indian water

rights). However, for particular parties within the basin the priority

of one's appropriation is still the legal limit prescribing what one

might do.

But, in addition, there are new sensitivities about the environment

and commensurate demands about how public sector resources should be

used. Such concerns reflect a broader range of values than in former

years. No longer are economic development and regional development

the only accounts to be satisfied. Social well being and environmental

preservation are the new accounts required by law. They must be incor

porated in the planning process for federal water resources projects and

by the political process for other projects. In any water short region

all of these accounts are profoundly affected by how water is allocated.

This is true also in the South Platte River Basin.

The basin has developed thus far maximizing the economic and

regional development accounts. It may be postulated that any unre

strained tampering with the present context of water use systems may

have profound effects on these two accounts and, by corollary, on the

social well being account. Thus there are certain social equilibria

built up over the years which are dependent upon present patterns of

water use.

However, there are now evolving demographic and development forces

which will give a new context to the water supply-demand forms which

must evolve. One can speculate on these possible new contexts by the

pr0cess of creating a scenario (i.e., a description of the cont:ext which

results from a given set of assumptions about a situation). However,

we really cannot predict the future and it is rather meaningless to do
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so since the number of comhin~tions of conditions which create the future

or influence it is vitrually infinite. Our basin interest is: do we

now have or can we develop appropriate water resources fO~8 (i.e.,

management options, adequate physical facilities, new water, etc) to

accomodate whatever future might emerge. We explore this question by

selecting those assumptions about the future (e.g., population, hydro

logic availability of water, per capita use, etc), which will provide

the most stressful context. Given this context we then ask, what fO~8

(i.e., water resources management alternatives) will work? And second,

the political question can be posed: are they acceptable? The input

output model was devised to handle the former question. The second

question is a value judgment. However, the whole point of the input

output matrix is that we can explore different forms and their accepta

bility can be judged on the basis of knowledge--because the matrix

displays all the facts about the situation (i.e., both the assumed con

text and the corresponding scenario form).

The results of the input-output modeling for future supply-demand

contexts within the South Platte basin indicate that there are forms

(i.e., water resources planning and management alternatives) which can

permit the appropriate fits between supplies and demands for both

expected future contexts and also those contexts which are the most

stressful. Probably, however, there are no forms which are mutually

acceptable to all parties (i.e., west slope interests, environmentalists,

agricultural green belt advocates, those who want to maintain a viable

agriculture, city water department officials, trout unlimited, etc.,

etc). Thus the forms which emerge are politically determined. The
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provide a basis for such evaluations. The particular forms to be

chosen are value laden and it is the political process which must

handle this.

2.5.5. Context and Form, 1970-2020. The natural situation in the South

Platte River basin with respect to water supply--i.e., limited native

surface water runoff, variable annual discharge of the mountain streams,

accessibility of additional supplies from other basins, etc.--is its

water suppZy context. The population in the basin which used domestic

water, the industries, agriculture, and the various interests are

called here, collectively, the water demand context.

The forms devised over the past one hundred years to provide the

present fits between supply and demand fall into two major categories:

(1) the institutional infrastructure, and (2) the physical infrastructure.

The cornerstone of the former is the appropriation doctrine, while the

latter consists of the accumulated capital investment in storage dams,

canals, water and wastewater treatment plants, etc.

The water demand context is variable; it changes with population

influx, factors related to economic development (e.g., agriculture,

industry, energy), and various social conditions (e.g., environmental

ethic, growth policies, etc). However, the water supply context is

essentially fixed by the hydrologic conditions of the basin.

The forms devised thus far to find the needed fits between supply

and demand have been based largely on the appropriation doctrine and

upon the laissez-fair search for new water. The result has been the
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appropriation of virtually all free water. A very high degree of

sequential water reuse has been a fortuitous by-product.

Alternative forms for the future to permit the required

supply-demand fits can be displayed by an input-output model. The

selection of a particular form from among the alternative is a value

oriented question having to do with the allocation of public goods.

Therefore, the decision is inherently political ln nature.

The political character of the form chosen not withstanding,

several criteria or characteristics can be specified with respect

to the consequence resulting from the particular form chosen. Some

of these criteria and associated alternative forms are outlined

broadly in Table 2-5.

The criteria listed in Table 2-5 are indicative only of the kind

of system needed. The present system probably has these characteristics

already to a large degree. The appropriation doctrine, combined with

the free-market transfer of water, permits both a system of priorities

for water use and a mechanism for transfer to meet changing demand

situations. While this does not insure the highest and best social

purpose, this seems to happen fortuitously in the South Platte River

Basin. For example, the natural stream flows are maintained in most

of the mountains streams where recreation use if most important; munici

pal water procurement is essentially price inelastic and so this need

can be taken care of by the market mechanism; agriculture can and does

survive on used water and so is able to cope with further municipal

demands.
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Table 2-5. Examples of Broad Policy Criteria and Associated Alternative
Forms

Criteria

Flexible management strategy

Resiliency of system to
withstand droughts

Accommodate new social
priorities (e.g. minimum
streat flows, new regional
growth, etc.)

Alternative Form

Appropriation doctrine.
Free market transfers of water.
Central planning.
Secure additional amounts of water

(e.g. new storage projects to limit
flow into Nebraska to compact amounts.

Water exchanges (in lieu of direct
water reuse to meet new demands.

Reserve storage (i.e. groundwater,
surface water) and conjunctive use.

Priority in accordance with highest
social good (e.g. water rights
ownership by cities with lease back
arrangement to agriculture.

Secure additional virgin resource
(e.g. west slope water).

Conservation by pricing or rationing.

Provide zones for maintenance of
minimum streat flows through
acquisition of water rights.

Work out symbiotic arrangements with
agriculture.

Encourage viable advocate institutions
for the social priorities of interest.
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The particular forms suggeste~ in Table 2-5 are all controversial,

and the list certainly is not exhaustive. They are not necessarily

mutually exclusive of one another. But they all characterize the

"final development" or "apex" stage of alternative supply-demand fits.
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III. OPTIMIZATION

3. 1 Background

This chapter reviews the work of J¢nch-Clausen (1978) and

J¢nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux (1977, 1978) who developed quadratic

programming procedures to handle the optimization oP regional water

supply-demand planning for the case of increasing water demand with

fixed supply and non-linear costs. Broadly stated, the objective of

the planning effort is to best satisfy growing demands for water in

a planning area with available supplies, "best" being an expression

of some measure of social desirability.

The planning problem is as follows: a multitude of future demands

for water in an area--for agricultural, municipal, industrial, recrea

tional and other purposes--must be satisfied from a number of existing

or potential sources: natural precipitation falling within the area,

streamflows entering the area, groundwater, imports from adjacent areas

and various forms of reuse of water. Demands as well as supplies have

certain spatial, temporal and quality characteristics which must be

reconciled in this demand-supply "matching" process. Obviously, regard

less of whether the planning area in question has water in abundance or

is in very short supply, an infinite number of such demand-supply com

binations exists, each with a different physical and social impact in

the area. Given certain societal goals and objectives, it is the job

of the planning authority to identify and select the most appropriate

and desirable out of this large number of combinations.

As the number of alternative planning strategies grows very large,

it is no longer possible for the planner to compare alternatives and

select the best without the aid of some systematic methodology, which
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usually involves the use of a digital computer capable of performing a

large number of operations in a very short time. One such methodology,

a quadratic programming optimization model, is presented here.

A more detailed user-oriented description of the methodology and

the computer program can be found in a separate user's manual (J¢nch

Clausen and Morel-Seytoux, 1978). Also documented in a separate user's

manual is the quadratic programming routine which forms the basis for

the otpimization approach in this methodology (J¢nch-Clausen and Morel

Seytoux, 1977). The dissertation of J¢nch-Clausen (1978) provides a

more comprehensive treatment of the application of the optimization

model applied to the Cache La Poudre River Basin, demonstrating how

the model is used to determine optimal water supply-demand configurations

for 2000 and for 2020.

3.2. Optimization Techniques in Water Resources Planning

The relatively simple optimization techniques, linear programming

and dynamic programming caught on in the 1960's and were applied to a

limited extent. They remain very popular. Both of these techniques

are conceptually and mathematically simple, and easy to teach and apply.

Also standard computer codes are available in most computer software

packages. However, both of these techniques have limitations: true

linear objective functions are very rare in water resources problems,

and dynamic programming becomes computationally infeasible if more than

a few constraints are imposed.

In cost minimization problems linear programming can be applied

only if economies of scale characteristics are neglected, i.e., if

constant unit costs are assumed. Non-linear cast functions can be

piecewise linearized, however, thereby translating a non-linear
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programming problem into a linear one. This of course is a popular

approach since it allows planners to use the available very efficient

linear programming codes in solving non-linear problems. A disadvan

tage of this separable programming approach is that the linearization

process involves the introduction of a large number of additional

variables and constraints which may result in very high computer costs.

But the mathematical complexity and computational inefficiency of

the more general non-linear programming algorithms tend to restrict

their applicability to fairly small size problems. Special non-linear

programming techniques are quadratic programming (quadratic objective

function and linear constraints) and geometric programming (posynomial

objective function and constraints). Through these techniques a least

cost objective function can be handled for non-linear cost functions.

3.3. Multiple Objective Water Resources Planning

Obviously, the optimal solution with respect to economic objectives

(e.g., least cost), do not adequately consider all important aspects of

water resources development, such as environmental, social and political

consequences of the "optimal" plan. In fact, this "optimal" plan may

not be optimal at all, at least from the point of view of some segments

of the affected population. Most of the studies in the literature

concerned with regional water resources planning consider just one

objective, usually the least cost objective, and all other societal

objectives ans aspirations are considered as constraints. The sensi

tivity of such constraints are in some studies investigated by means

of dual variables (e.g., Bishop et al., 1975b), a technique that allows
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the decision maker to at least realize how much economic benefit must

be sacrificed in order to achieve a higher level of one or more of

these other "objectives", or vice versa.

Whereas single objective optimization problems have a definite

solution, namely the optimal solution, there is in fact no optimal

solution to a multiple objective programming problem. A set of non

inferior solutions is generated, and in some way--which depends on

the particular technique--a best-compromise solution is chosen from

this set.

Keeping these limitations in mind, this study considers only a

least cost objective function. The model construction does incorporate

those social values (e.g., minimum stream flows) which may be expressed

quantitatively. They are introduced into the model as constraints.

3.4. Present Study

This research builds upon the total regional water resources

planning study by Bishop and Hendricks (1971), who formulate regional

water planning as a transportation problem. An interaction matrix--or

input-output matrix--is used to portray origins and destinations for

water in the system, and linear programming is used to minimize the

overall costs associated with transportation and treatment of water

between origins and destinations.

This work also utilizes the framework of the input-output model

described in the previous chapter. This framework is used in order

to aid understanding of the overall problem.

The quadratic programming optimization model is applied to a

simplified depiction of the Cache La Poudre water system for least cost
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and minimum cost variance objective functions. The model is demonstrated

for both annual and seasonal levels of resolution.

3.5 System Definition

The water system is defined in terms of inputs, outputs, and water

consuming and/or transferring sectors within. For a river basin the

basic system inputs are natural precipitation and imports from other

systems. Water storage may provide another input to the system.

System outputs are evapotranspiration, surface and subsurface outflow,

and exports. Water consuming and/or transferring sectors within the

planning area may include: urban areas, irrigated agriculture, infra

structure facilities, etc. The input-output model described in the

previous chapter describes these sectors in more detail.

Figure 3-1 is an example of the conceptualization and aggregation

process involved in system description. The hypothetical real system,

as it would appear on a land use map, is shown in (a), and a conceptual

planning system at a high level of aggregation is shown below in (b).

Areas of human habitation are either omitted (rural population) or

consolidated into one city which is supplied through a water treatment

facility, or from private wells. The water treatment facility may draw

water from the river, from imports or from storage. Effluent from the

city passes through a sewage treatment facility. Other sectors represent

storage facilities (reservoirs and lakes), irrigated agriculture, and

undeveloped land within the system boundaries. The irrigated agricultural

area has a variety of supply sources: natural precipitation, direct

diversion from the river, pumpage from the ground, withdrawal from

storage or imported water. Some water may leave the system in irrigation

canals to adjacent areas (exports). The groundwater reservoir is
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depicted as a separate sector. Industries in the planning area are

consolidated into one sector which is assumed to have its own treatment

facilities. Arrows in the diagram (b) indicate water flows in the

system, both natural and man-caused. These flows include evapotranspira

tion from vegetated or free surfaces, deep percolation to the acquifer,

and stream-aquifer interactions.

It is important to recognize, however, that water is being used

and reused within the system; effluents or return flows from one sector

are supplies for other sectors. A thorough understanding and concep

tualization of this interdependence between sectors within the system is

of crucial importance in the planning approach presented here, and it

is particularly in this context that the input-output formulation

described earlier contributes to the understanding and conceptualization

(modeling) of the system.

Following the procedure outlined above, the lower plains portion of

the Cache La Poudre water system is conceptualized and aggregated in

Figure 3-2. Reference is made to the description of the basin's water

system outlined in Appendix A.

The planning area represented in Figure 3-2 is divided into two

sections, each being represented by a reach of the river, an agricultural

sector, an urban sector, and a section of the aquifer underlying the

area. About 60 percent of the irrigated area falls in the upper section,

and 40 percent falls in the lower section. Of the total S5 river miles

in the plains, 20 miles are in the upper section, and 3S miles in the

lower section. The urban areas are represented by the City of Fort Collins

in the upper section, and the City of Greeley in the lower section.
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Alternatives considered for future urban water supply and wastewater

disposal are the following: (1) potential expansions of existing treat

ment facilities; (2) additional imports from exterior sources through a

new water treatment facility; (3) construction of municipal water reuse

facilities; and (4) construction of a regional sewage treatment plant to

handle wastewater from Fort Collins and Greeley. Furthermore, ground

water is considered a potential municipal-industrial water supply source.

Other alternatives could have been included; however, those listed here

should provide an adequate and realistic basis for the case study.

Figure 3-3 is the input-output matrix which corresponds to the line

diagram of Figure 3-2. The diagram illustrates the use of two categories

of variables: decision variables, and state variables.

3.5.1 Reduction of Data. In order to formulate and analyze the planning

problem mathematically the information and data on the Cache La Poudre

system (Appendix A) is organized and expressed in a number of coefficients

and parameters. This is done in Table 3-1.

All the information and data in Table 3-1 pertains to a seasonally

or annually based planning approach, i.e., capacities, supplies and

demands as well as other system characteristics are given for each of

the four seasons of the year, and for the year. The index k is used

to denote time periods (seasons, k = 1,2,3,4), and flows are given in

acre-feet (AF) per season (AF/season) and acre-feet per year (AF/year)

respectively. The data given and the symbolic representation of sector

components illustrate the process of data reduction, from that shown in

Appendix A, to a form appropriate for storage as a variable in a digital

computer.
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3.5.2 Cost Functions. In a planning situation one usually does not have

adequate information to define cost functions for all treatments and

transfers in the system. However, if costs can be estimated for one

flow rate the economies of scale parameter, a., may be taken from the
J

literature, where a.
J

is defined in Equation (3-1) below.

C(x.) = A.
J J

ajx. , A. > 0, a < a. < 1
J J J

(3-1)

where C(x.) is the cost associated with treatment (at a prescribed
J

level) or transport of the water quantity x. ,
J

given as a flow rate,

and A.
J

and CL.
J

are constants. At the extremes, a. = a
J

represents

a situation in which total costs are independent of quantity, while

CL. = 1 reduces the cost relation to one of constant unit cost
J

i.e., no economies of scale. This is a power type of cost function.

It applies to capital as well as to operation and maintenance costs.

Total costs--the sum of capital, operation and maintenance costs--are

also given by this expression; the procedure for arriving at total costs

is outlined in the user's manual (J~nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux, 1978).

When adequate information on the economies of scale characteristics

of the costs in the system is not available, one might instead decide

to use the simpler quadratic cost functions directly. Quadratic cost

functions are fitted to a power function for optimization purposes any-

way, and computer time can be saved by providing quadratic cost functions

directly. The planner may even go so far as to neglect economies of

scale altogether and work with constant unit costs, possibly revising

his cost estimates in successive optimizations; this can be accomplished

by simply ignoring the second order terms in the quadratic cost functions.

The three types of cost functions, in order of sophistication and
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realism: linear--quadratic--power, are illustrated in Figure 3-3. In

the case study here the more realistic power cost functions are used.

System cost information is displayed in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.

Appropriate cost parameters are indicated in the matrix elements

corresponding to the pertinent transfer or treatment processes.

Figure 3-4 indicates the values of the parameters A.
J

in Equation (3-1),

while Figure 3-5 indicates the values of the scale parameters a..•
J

The

figures represent annual costs, adjusted to the same year, the annual

cost of capital investments being based on an appropriate capital

recovery factor (see Jonch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux (1978) for,details).

In the general cost function (3-1), x.
J

is a flow rate which is

given in AF/year. However, when planning on a seasonal basis, having

four seasons in a year, x.
J

denotes a flow rate in AF/(3 months).

3.6 Quadratic Programming

As noted, the optimization problem to be solved is nonlinear in the

objective. Neither expected costs nor cost variances in water resources

systems behave linearly; due to economies of scale cost functions in

water resources are often strictly concave, whereas cost variance

functions are strictly convex.

The optimization problem is one of minimizing a nonlinear (strictly

concave or strictly convex) objective function, subject to linear

constraints. The nonlinear objective may have various functional forms,

depending on whether expected cost or cost variance is the objective to

be minimized. Consequently, a rather versatile optimization approach is

called for: not only must it be able to cope with different types of

objective functions, it must also be capable of dealing with the quite

tricky problem of minimizing a concave objective function.
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Several mathematical programming techniques are available which

satisfy the first requirement, i.e., minimizing a general nonlinear

objective, subject to linear constraints. They include: general

nonlinear programming, separable programming (piecewise linear program

ming), approximation of the nonlinear objective with a simple second

order function, using quadratic programming technique to minimize the

resulting second order objective function, and mixed integer programming

and branch and bound techniques.

Quadratic programming is chosen here. It is mathematically simple

and does not require more variables than does a general nonlinear

programming technique. A satisfactory search procedure is fairly easily

added to the standard quadratic programming algorithm, giving it the

capability of, if not guaranteeing a global expected cost minimum, then

at least obtaining a minimum which in all probability is global. Based

on these considerations the successive quadratic programming approach

has been chosen here. Very few iterations have been required to approxi

mate the nonlinear objective very closely, and the search procedure in

the expected cost minimization has proven to be simple and effective.

The methodology developed here takes advantage of the convenient

input-output formulation of water resources systems in reducing the size

of the ultimate quadratic programming problem. This is done by

distinguishing between "primary" planning variables (decision

variables) which necessarily must appear as variables in the optimiza

tion problem; and "secondary" variables (state variables) which can be

expressed in terms of the primary variables, and thus be eliminated

a priori from the quadratic programming formulation. Using this

technique, out of the 60 variables that appear in the input-output
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formulation of the case study in Figure 3-1 only 23 are required in the

quadratic programming formulation. Further, 25 linear equations have

been required to express the "secondary" variables in terms of "primary"

and "secondary" variables. In a direct formulation based on all the

variables in the input-output formulation of the problem most of these

equations would have to be included as additional constraints; with the

approach taken here only 13 constraints are needed in the final quadratic

programming formulation.

The mechanics of operation of the quadratic programming routine

and the logic behind it is given by J~nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux

(1977). Its application is described more completely in the User's

Manual by J~nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux (1978). Appendix B summarizes

some of the key ideas of quadratic programming; it is included for

reference.

3.7 Formulation of the Annual Model

The first decision to be made when applying the optimization

methodology is the selection of a time frame. Planning on an annual

basis requires moderate data and information about the system, and the

computational burden is considerably easier than in the case of seasonal

planning. However, the simplicity of the annual approach has its price

in that results are less specific and reliable than those obtained in

the seasonal approach. The best approach to planning with the

methodology presented here is to explore a wide range of system

assumptions and future scenarios with the relatively cheap and manageable

annual model. On the basis of these results conditions warranting the

more comprehensive seasonal modeling are selected for further study.
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3~7.l. Definition of Variables

The input-output matrix describing the Cache La Poudre planning

system is shown in Figure 3-2. Each of the transfers in this matrix

is a planning variable whose value depends on the system configuration

and operation. To each alternative plan corresponds a set of variables

{t .. } where t .. is the transfer from row i to column j. For most
1J 1J

i-j combinations t .. = 0, corresponding to an infeasible or very
1J

unlikely transfer.

Two basically different kinds of transfers can be identified:

transfers controlled by man, and transfers controlled by natural

hydrologic processes.

As noted, variables associated with these kinds of transfers are

characterized decision and state variables, respectively. Decision

variables, x , ,
J

and state variables, are indicated in Figures 3-1

and 3-2. An example of a decision is the diversion for a water treatment

plant, and an example of a state is the evapotranspiration from the

urban sector which directly depend on the water use in the sector.

A particularly simple state-decision relationship results when

flow continuity implies that one variable equals another as, for

instance, when a treatment plant receives inflow from only one source

and no losses occur in the plant. (Outflow equals inflow). In such

cases the outflow variable is eliminated and replaced by the relevant

inflow variable whenever it would have appeared. Replaced outflow

variables are indicated in Figure 3-2, their indices corresponding to

those of the respective inflow variables.

3.7.2 Upper Bounds and Constraints. Upper bounds serve two purposes in

the allocation model. One purpose of upper bounds is to constrain
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to their feasible ranges (exact upper bounds),

the other is to provide intervals for the fitting of quadratic approxi-

mations to the objective function (approximate upper bounds).

The linear system constraints in this case study include the

necessary demand, availability and capacity constraints. In addition a

certain minimum streamflow is specified for environmental reasons, and

a minimum outflow constraint is included to insure compliance with

downstream water rights. A constraint is included to express that wells

in the urban area should not be pumped at a rate exceeding the recharge

to the aquifer underlying the urban area, a recharge which comes from

the urban area itself, plus a fraction of the agricultural area. The

last constraint expresses the planning requirement that the net recharge

to the aquifer (deep percolation minus pumping), and consequently the

return flow, must be positive, i.e., groundwater mining in the planning

year is unacceptable. Any number of additional constraints could be

imposed for environmental, legal, economic, social or other reasons.

3.8 Results from the Annual Model

3.8.1 Year 2000~ Average Conditions. Figure 3-6 displays in matrix

form the minimum expected cost solution for year 2000, assuming average

flow conditions and intermediate, "realistic" urban water demand

projections. Inspecting the solution in Figure 3-6 it is immediately

obvious that the present supply sources of water are adequate for

meeting intermediate demands under average hydrologic conditions in

year 2000. The outflow constraint which requires a minimum outflow of

15,000 AF/yr is loose, the outflow in the optimal (minimum expected cost)

solution being 84,500 AF/year. Also, the cheap supply sources,

Cache La Poudre River water and Colorado Big Thompson (CBT) water are
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fully utilized in the optimal solution. The minimum river flow

constraints (Yl = Y2 = 10,000 AF/year), and the CBT water availability

constraint (Y7 = x13 + x14 + x15 ~ 75,000 AF/year) are both tight.

Groundwater is being moderately utilized at the optimum, close to

100,000 AF/year being pumped for irrigation, and some 2000 AF/year being

pumped for municipal use. However, it must be emphasized that groundwater

and surface water are inseparable resourc~s. Every AF of water pumped

from the (alluvial) aquifer is ultimately drawn from the river, and

vice versa. Thus, groundwater is not a supply source per se, rather the

aquifer is a vehicle for maximizing the beneficial use of available

system water. Only by reclaiming water "lost" to seepage from canals

and reservoirs and deep percolation below the root zone by pumping from

the aquifer can water resources in the system be fully utilized, and the

need for expensive new interbasin water transfers postponed. The cost

associated with groundwater utilization being much higher than that

associated with purchase and conveyance of CBT water, it is economical

to import the maximum CBT allowance before drawing on the groundwater

resource.

Variables--states or decisions--which in the optimal solution reach

their upper bounds are underlined in Figure 3-7. The case of tight

constraints for river flow and CBT imports is already discussed; the

other case in which variables reach their upper bounds is when facilities

are utilized to capacity. In the optimal solution Fort Collins utilizes

both of its existing water treatment plants FTI and FT2 to capacity,

satisfying the remaining demand with groundwater. Greeley utilizes its

CBT water treatment facilities GT2 fully, but has excess capacity in

its water treatment plant at the river (GTl). Fort Collins has sufficient
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sewage treatment capacity in its existing plants (FS1), while Greeley

must expand its secondary sewage treatment capacity by 4100 AF/year (GS2).

Neither municipal water reuse, nor treatment of wastewater in a

regional sewage treatment facility is indicated in the minimum expected

cost solution for the year 2000.

3.8.2 Year 2020, Drought Conditions. Figure 3-7 displays the minimum

cost solution for year 2020, assuming low flow conditions and high

urban water demand projections. Comparing this solution to the previously

described solution for year 2000 the following should be noted. Present

sources of supply are no longer adequate for meeting demands, and an

additional 19,500 AF of water must be made available from exterior

sources. The high cost associated with such new interbasin transfers

($500 per AF) ensures that the demand for these transfers is minimized:

(1) groundwater is being utilized to the maximum possible extent, the

total net recharge being zero (net recharge constraint Y24 ~ 0 tight);

(2) urban effluent from Greeley which otherwise would contribute to

system outflow is conserved by reusing the entire amount of effluent

from that city in a new tertiary water treatment facility; (3) Cache La

Poudre River water is fully committed, minimum flow constraints being

tight (Yl = Y2 = 10,000 AF/year); and (4) the maximum possible amount of

CBT water (75,000 AF/year) is utilized.

In the utilization of the groundwater resource it should be noted

that: (1) a net withdrawal of 16,500 AF/year from the aquifer underlying

area 1 is compensated for by a net recharge of the same amount in area 2;

(2) existing pumps are utilized to capacity (variables x7 and xl O are

at their upper limits), and 96,300 AF/year of pumpage from new wells is
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indicated; and (3) groundwater is used to supply Fort Collins to the

maximum possible extent (xg is at its upper limit).

While groundwater accounted for only 16 percent of total supplies in

the previous solution for year 2000, 47 percent of supplies in this

solution are pumped from the aquifer.

In the minimum expected cost solution for year 2020 Fort Collins

utilizes both of its existing water treatment plants (FTI and FT2) as

well as the aquifer underlying the city to capacity, relying on water

reuse for the remainder of its supply. As already mentioned Greeley

reuses its entire effluent, letting groundwater and river water through

its existing water treatment plant GT I supply the required additional

amount. In reality, of course, reuse of the entire effluent for

municipal water supply is hardly feasible, and a constraint should be

imposed to limit municipal reuse to some fraction of the effluent. In

the model this simply requires reduction of the upper bounds on the

reuse decision variables (x16 and x17), and it is only for purposes of

illustration of the role of municipal water reuse that full utilization

of the reuse alternative is permitted here. With the high demand

characterizing the scenario for year 2020, Fort Collins must expand its

secondary treatment capacity whereas Greeley does not even utilize its

existing sewage treatment plant because of the extensive reuse. The

system reuse factor for the year 2020 minimum expected cost solution is

FR = 2.10. Compared to the value FR = 1.81 for the year 2000 solution

it is obvious that the poorer supply-demand ratio for year 2020 results

in increased efficiency in water usc.

Table 3-2 compares solutions in tabular format for the above two

assumed cases and two others as well for the year 2020. In addition,

results from the minimum cost variance model are shown as well.
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3.9 Seasonal Model

While the single-period (annual) allocation model is rather general

in scope and applicability the seasonal modeling approach is more problem

specific. For different planning systems, and even for the same planning

system under different conditions, inter-seasonal linkages vary from

case to case, and consequently, so does the appropriate allocation model

structure. The approach taken here for dealing with multiple seasons is

one of decomposition--or multilevel optimization--in which the controlling

variables are determined by the actual linkages between the seasons.

3.9.1 Case Conditions. The previously studied scenario for year 2000

(intermediate, "realistic" water demand projections, and average flow

conditions) is selected as a case study for the seasonally based

modeling approach. In order to determine the appropriate multilevel

structure of the model to be applied, the problem solution is carried as

far as possible by common sense and judgement. The following preliminary

observations are immediately apparent from the supply, demand, and

cost information.

1. Practically all the diversions for irrigation purposes in the

Cache La Poudre River basin take place in the period April through

September. Thus, the water year (October-September) can conveniently

be divided into two winter periods (Period 1: October-December, and

Period 2: January-March) in which no irrigation takes place, and two

summer periods (Period 3: April-June, and Period 4: July-September) in

which water is being applied to fields and lawns.

2. The three major potential inter-season linkages to be considered

are: (1) carry-over storage from one season to another; (2) availability

of Colorado-Big Thompson project water (there is only a certain amount
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available for the year); and (3) availability of groundwater, considering

a safe yield policy for the year.

Natural surface water supplies are more than adequate for satisfying

demands in the winter periods, which implies that the more expensive CST

and groundwater sources are not required for meeting these demands.

Diversion to storage in the winter periods is negligible compared to the

total diversion in a year. (The winter inflow to the area represents 5

percent of the total annual inflow, and only a small fraction of it can

be diverted into storage.) Consequently, the winter periods can be

optimized separately, without consideration of any linkage to the summer

periods.

3. Streamflows are very high in the early summer, while demands are

at their maximum levels in the late summer, and consequently water is

diverted into storage in period 3 (April-June) for subsequent use in

period 4 (July-September). Thus carry-over storage between these periods

is a linkage which must be considered.

4. A simple supply-demand consideration for the summer periods

shows that new inter-basin transfers will be needed in order to satisfy

consumptive use requirements. Thus it is obvious that the cheaper CST

project water supply will be fully utilized, and also that it makes no

difference how the CST water use is distributed over time, as long as

the total amount available is being used. If this condition is satisfied

the CST water availability constraint does not necessitate an additional

linkage between the two summer periods.

From the above considerations, the following rules are formulated:

(1) The periods I and 2 can be optimized separately and independently.

(2) Carry-over storage links the periods 3 and 4.
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(3) Availability of CBT water does not represent a linkage between

periods 3 and 4 as long as the CBT water availability constraints

remain tight

(4) Availability of groundwater does not represent a linkage between

periods 3 and 4 as long as the net recharge constraints remain

loose.

(5) Initially the affirmative is assumed for both of the conditions

(3) and (4) above--and this assumption proves to be valid in this

case study.

The resulting dual-period allocation model is described in

section 3.9.2.

3.9.2 Formulation of the Dual-Period Model. The formulation of the

dual-period allocation model falls in two parts: (1) formulation of the

subproblems; and (2) formulation of the master problem. Only cost

minimization is considered in the demonstration of the seasonal

approach. The consideration of cost uncertainties is best done by

comparing minimum expected cost and minimum cost variance solutions on

an annual basis.

The subproblem formulation follows closely the already described

formulation of the annual model, the only difference being the inclusion

of the storage sector in the formulation. Diversion to and losses from

storage are additional variables to be considered in period 3, while

withdrawals from storage become additional variables in period 4.

The master program adjusts storage iteratively until any feasible

change--increase or decrease--of the diversion to storage in period 3

results in increasing overall expected costs; at that point the optimal

storage has been identified, as well as the corresponding optimal
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solutions for periods 3 and 4. Computational experience has shown that

the overall expected cost (combined cost of periods 3 and 4) is a

unimodal function of the storage use. This means that no matter what

initial diversion to storage is chosen in period 3, the optimal storage

will come out the same. However, the overall expected cost may be rather

insensitive to storage over a wide range.

The input to the master program is an initial value of the diversion

to storage in period 3, the maximum storage capacity, seepage and evapora-

tion loss factors, and parameters specifying the storage increment in

the iteration procedure as well as the termination accuracy (See

J~nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux, 1978, for details).

3.9.3 ResuZts from the SeasonaZ ModeZ. The minimum expected cost

solutions for periods 3 and 4 show that the optimal storage policy is

to divert 63,000 AF to storage in the early summer, withdrawing the

amount available for late summer irrigation in the upper area.

The optimal allocation patterns in both of the periods 3 and 4 are
,

similar to that of the minimum expected cost solution obtained on an

annual basis. Urban water demands are satisfied through existing water

treatment facilities, supplemented by moderate groundwater use; existing

sewage treatment facilities are utilized to capacity, and Greeley

expands its secondary treatment capacity; agricultural demands are

satisfied through maximum possible reliance on river- and groundwater,

keeping new imports from other basins at a minimum (25 AF in period 3;

55,687 AF in period 4). As in the annual solution river flow and CBT

water importation constraints are tight in perjods 3 and 4. Further,

in contrast to the annual solution, the system outflows are at their

minimum levels in the two summer periods.
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The significance of storage in reducing imports~-and thus costs to

the system--are described also. The total expected cost (sum of

equivalent seasonal expected costs) associated with the optimal

63,000 AF storage use is 32 mill $/yr, compared to 50 mill $/yr at

10,000 AF and 39 mill $/yr at 150,000 AF storage use. It is obvious

from Figure 3-7 that the minimum total cost coincides with minimum

import from outside; in fact, the maximum diversion to storage in

period 3 for which no new import from other basins is required is the

desired optimum in this case. Thus, wise use of storage is a vehicle

for the efficient and economic use of the available water resources in

the system, and with proper operation of storage facilities millions

of dollars can be saved annually, given the high cost of transbasin

water transfers assumed here. Also it appears that total costs are

not very sensitive to storage, once 63,000 AF or more is diverted in

period 3. Thus, the optimal value of the diversion to storage is not

very critical, and an indication within 5-10,000 AF is adequate. The

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (1966) found the average annual yield from

storage in the Cache La Poudre River basin in the period 1947-60 was

60,000 AF, a result which confirms that the Cache La Poudre system in

fact operates very efficiently. (Conversely, the result may be inter

preted as an indication of the validity of the modeling assumptions

made in this case study.)

An important aspect of the multi-seasonal approach should be

mentioned here. In applying the multi-level optimization scheme in

which individual time periods are optimized separately and coupled via

a master program (controller), problems of compatibility between the

optimal solutions for different seasons may arise. As an example, urban
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water reuse resulting in no need for expansions of secondary treatment

capacity may be indicated in one season, while the optimal solution for

another season calls for a new secondary sewage treatment plant and no

urban water reuse. Combining these solutions would indicate that a

secondary as well as a tertiary treatment facility, both of moderate

capacity, should be built, instead of basing the future strategy on just

one of those alternatives. Should such compatibility problems arise,

the analysis must be repeated: first assuming that the tertiary

treatment facility actually exists, and thus need to be considered only

with operation and maintenance costs; and secondly, assuming that it is

the secondary treatment plant that actually exists. Capital costs

generally being significantly higher than the operation and maintenance

costs, this procedure should ensure that the optimal solutions for both

seasons rely on the "existing" rather than the new facility. The best

of the two solutions should then be considered optimal.

The results of the seasonal optimization study are given in

Table 3-3. The corresponding results from the annual model are shown

for comparison. The most significant difference between the two solutions

is that while no new imports from other basins are required in the

annual solution, 55,700 AF must be supplied from new interbasin water

transfer schemes in the seasonal solution. This demand for additional

supplies in the seasonal approach is due to: (1) higher system outflow;

and (2) evaporation from storage. The higher system outflow in the

seasonal solution is caused by excess lower reach river flow during the

winter, as explained above. By ignoring these additional losses

supplies are over-estimated in the annual modeling approach. Also, by

using annually based peak flow factors actual treatment plant capacities
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Seasonal and Annual Solutions

Water Transfers (acre feet)

Seasonal ~Iodel

Transfer Sectors

I i
Annual

var i ab l e (fro. - to) Winter Pe r i cd 3 Period 4 ! Year i ~Iodel

I FT4 I
I : Ixl Import - 0 I 0 0 0 0
I I

x2 River - FTI 5,590 i 3,110' 3,730' I 12,-130 9,620'I

x3 River - GT
I

4,410 0 0 I 4,410 780

River - Irrigat:ion 1 0 140,850 132,7-10
I

317,060x
4 r 315,260

x5 River - FT3 I 0 0 0 0 0

x6 River - Irrigation 2 0 64,057 97,314 161,371 139,820

x7 Ground - Irrigat:ion 1 (ex. ) 0 2,929 26,752 29,681 70,901

Xs -do- (new) 0 0 0 0 0

x
9

Ground - Ft. ColI ins 0 570 SOO 1,370 1,950

)(10 Ground - Irrigation 2 (ex. ) 0 6,464 1,290 7,75·\ 27, S23

xlI -do- (new) 0

I
0 0 0 0

x12 Ground - Greeley

I

0 260 330 590 0

x13 CBT - FT
2 0 2,500' 3,000' 5,500 7,730*

x 14 CBT - GT 2 0 4,600' 5,600' 10,ZOO 14,420'

xIS CBT - Irrigation 2 0 7,900 51,400 , 59,300 53,850

x16 Ft. Collins - FST 0 0 0 0 0

x Greeley - GST 0 0 0

I
0 0

17
XIS Ft. Collins - FSZ 0 0 0 0 0

x19 Greeley - GS2 609 1,176 1,-163 3,2-1S 4,12S

x20 Import - Irrigation 1 0 25 55,687 55,712 0

x21 Import - Irrigation 2 0 0 0 0 0

x22 Ft. ColI ins - FGS 0 0 0 0 0

x23
Greeley - FGS

I
0 0 0 0 0

- River - Storage 0 63,000 I 0 63,000 -
- Storage - Irrigation I 0 0 I "3,~70 - 43,470 -

Yl River flow, reach 1-2 =5,000 I 2,500' I 2,500' =10,000'

I
10,000'

Y2 River flow, reach 2-out 54,111 2,500' 2,500' 59,111 10,000'

Y7 CBT import 0 15,000' 60,000' 75,00U' 75,000'

YS ~ew import a 25 (=01 I 55,b87. 55,712 0

YIS Ft. Co l l ins - FS
I

5,031 3,,275 3, ~)91 * 1~,~~7 12,35~

Y21 Greeley - GSI
3,360'" 1,400' 1',6SD* 6,HO' 5,600·

Y23 System out f l ow 58,300 25,000' 50,000* 133,300 84,538

*indicates a tigllt constraint.
All flows are in ~F.

(Rounding errors cause minor discrepancies between solutions).
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are underestimated in the annual model. The seasonal peak factors reflect

the ratio between the actual peak flow and average flow in each season,

and in the computation of effluent peak factors the seasonal variation

of municipal losses (evapotranspiration and seepage) is considered. The

annual peak flow factors exaggerate the actual flow variation by ignoring

the fact that the annual peak occurs in the summer when the average flow

is high.

In conclusion, the advantages of the seasonally based approach over

the simpler annual model can be stated as follows:

(1) Only in the seasonal approach are storage operation criteria

obtained.

(2) Only the seasonal approach considers the discrepancy between

the occurrence of supply and demand in time.

(3) Seasonal peak flow factors are more realistic than annual peak

flow factors, the latter being too conservative.

(4) Only the seasonal approach considers the fact that the most

economic mix of treatment facility utilization may vary over

the year.

(5) Seasonally based low flow criteria have more meaning than an

annual minimum flow rate.

Although the seasonally based approach yields better and more

complete results than does the annually based one, it also requires a

lot more computer time and efforts from the planner. Consequently, the

two approaches should not be considered mutually exclusive, but rather

highly complementary. Valuable insight into the weaknesses and pitfalls

in annually based modelling can be gained from the seasonal approach,

and lead to improvements in the cheaper and easier annual approach.
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Further, within the planners time and money constraints, a host of

different conditions and assumptions about the system may be explored

through annually based modeling before arriving at the final formulation

of a seasonal model,
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two system water planning tools: the input-output water balance

model, and a quadratic programming optimization model have been

developed from this research. Further, both have been demonstrated for

water planning in the South Platte River basin and in the Cache La Poudre

River basin, respectively. Both models delineate the role of water

reuse in regional water planning.

The input-output model is a descriptive model of a whole system.

Its strength lies in its display of system water transactions. Thus it

permits one to inject subjective knowledge about aspects of the system,

facilitating choices based upon normative value positions (e.g., those

which are politically oriented).

The quadratic programming optimization model facilitates evaluation

of alternative water system configurations through the computer search

ing process for some optimum as prescribed by an objective function,

e.g., least cost. The model accommodates nonlinear cost functions,

thus permitting a more realistic optimum.

The models illustrate the idea that water reuse has a system context.

In 1970 the South Platte River basin reuse factor (the ratio of diversions

for beneficial use to the native water supply plus imports) was 2.03.

It could increase to 2.48 by 2020 under average water conditions and

3.52 under drought conditions. (Note: the significant figures used do

not imply accuracy; they are used to facilitate tracing calculations.)

Planned water reuse will increase either by policy decision, in the

case of a tight water rights situation such as Denver, or by economic

considerations. Using the latter criteria, planned water reuse will be

implemented only if it is included in the cheapest system configuration.
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This turns out to be the case by 2020 for the Cache La Poudre

system for the drought assumption.

Thus with the models provided, water reuse can be evaluated in

its systems context. The models can be used either independently or

in a complimentary fashion.
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APPENDIX A

CASE STUDY--THE SOUTH PLATTE BASIN

The models described herein--the input-output water balance model

and the quadratic programming optimization model--were developed from

the empirical context of the South Platte River basin and the Cache

La Poudre River basin. Input-output models were constructed for the

South Platte River basin for 1970, 1980, 2000, and 2020, and for the

Cache La Poudre River 'basin for 1970. The optimization model was

constructed about conditions in the Cache La Poudre River basin. This

chapter summarizes the water context of the South Platte River basin.

The Cache La Poudre River basin is a major drainage within the latter,

and is discussed only briefly.
•

A.l Water Resources Development

Water resources development in the South Platte River basin has

proceeded since the first irrigation diversion in 1856 in an incremental

fashion, project by project. Today the water transfers within the

basin number in the thousands, forming a complex interdependent

network of water use activities. Development of new supplies within

the basin is at or near the hydrologic limit, while proposed projects

to import more water from the Colorado basin are shrouded in controversy,

suggesting that perhaps there is an upper political limit on such

projects. At the same time, the population of the South Platte basin,

principally the Front Range urban corridor, is increasing at a high

rate, with commensurate demands for water.

A.2 Water Supply Alternatives

The stresses of the highly competitive water situation are

bringing about new social, economic, ecological, and hydrologic

equilibriums, as adjustments are made to accommodate the increasing
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demands for water from different sectors of water use. These adjustments

may range from yields to environmental pressures with respect to certain

projects, to changes in farm market structures due to purchases of

agricultural water rights by urban interests. However, many water

supply alternatives are possible to accommodate future demands by the

various use sectors. These alternatives may be grouped into the broad

categories of: 1) increasing supplies; 2) decreasing demands; and

3) reallocation of existing supplies. Table A-I expands on these

categories showing some of the types of alternatives and examples. As

noted, water reuse is one of the alternatives for increasing supply.

The main point is that it must be considered as one alternative.

Table A-I. Water Supply Alternatives, South Platte Basin

Category Alternative Examples

Increase Supply Develop new projects Narrows
within South Platte Two Forks
basin

Develop new projects to Windy Gap
import water from Colorado Eagle-Piney
River basin Eagle-Colorado

Cloud seeding 1977 Colorado Program

Water reuse Denver's successive
use program
Exchanges between
agriculture and
urban uses

Decrease Demands Domestic water con- Metering, pricing,
servation programs water saving plumbing

Industrial water Process modifications
conservation Internal reuse
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Table A-I. Continued

r

Category Alternative Examples

Decrease demands Agricultural water Scientific irrigation
conservation practices Center pivot sprinkle

technology
Trickle irrigation

technology
Conversion of direct

flow rights to
storage rights

Reallocation Transfers from agri- Continue free market
culture to urban purchases

Transfer from agri-
culture to energy

Symbiosis between
agriculture and
other use sectors

A.3 Geography

A.3.l Area--The South Platte River basin has an area of 24,030

square miles; 19,020 square miles are contained in Colorado, about

2,000 square miles are in Wyoming, and about 3,010 square miles are in

Nebraska.

A.3.2 Relation to Missouri Basin--Figure A-I shows the South

Platte River basin in relation to its proximity to the Missouri River

basin. The South Platte basin has 4.6 percent of the land area but

it contributes only 0.61 percent of the flow to the larger system.

A.3.3 Physiography--The basin is dominated by the Front Range

mountains which are a part of the Colorado Rockies. One of the 19,022

square miles of the basin in Colorado, 23 percent is above 8,700 feet

in elevation; 54 percent is above 6,000 feet. Several peaks rise to

14,000 feet. Figure A-2 is a satellite photograph showing the land
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Figure A-2. Satellite Photo of Portion of South Platte Basin Showing
Front Range Mountains, Lakes and Reservoirs, Drainage
Patterns, Irrigated Land, and Major Cities (NASA Satellite
Photo)
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features of the Front Range vicinity of the basin. The high snow

covered peaks are evident. Also visible are many lakes, the major

cities, irrigated lands, and drainage patterns. The eastern portion

of the basin is a part of the great plains.

The South Platte River system has been likened to a giant fan.

Figure A-3 shows the river system, and the major cities. Each trib

utary is identified also. The plains tributaries are mostly inter

mittent streams carrying little flow except that of occasional

cloudbursts. Figure A-4 shows the major hydrologic sub-basins of the

South Platte basin.

For convenience in aggragating, the basin is divided into three

physiographic-consumptive use zones: mountains, transition and

plains. Figure A-S shows these divisions.

A.3.4 Administrative Units--The administrative units in the

South Platte River basin inlcude: state, county, Water Commissioner's

districts, city, Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District, municipal

water districts, sanitation districts, river basin, regional councils

of governments, a national park, national forests, and possibly others.

A.3.S Land CZassification--The categories of land use are listed

in Table 2-2 as irrigated cropland, non-irrigated cropland, rangeland,

woodland, urban areas, sub-divisions under development, and water

areas. Quantitative data by county are given in Table A-2, where

available. The county lines are shown in Figure A-6.

The amount of irrigated land within the basin is of particular

interest. Table A-3 shows the breakdown of irrigated land within the

Colorado portion of the basin by county. These data were measured
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Table A-2. Land Use in South Platte Basin by County by Square Miles
(Abstracted from Toups-ECl, 1974, Table 5-4, Using Data
from Colorado State Land Use Commission and Soil Conservation
Service)

Zone County Irrig. Non Irr. Range Wood Urban Sub-Diy. Water Other Total
Cropland Cropland Land Land Areas Under Areas

Dev.

Mountain Boulder 152.22Y 758.00

Clear Creek -oY 68.65 303.90 4.50 10.00 3.65 394.70

Gilpin -oY 15.53 1H.22 1. 76 10.52 0.12 8.85 148.00

Larimer 231. 00 83.00 596.00 1332.40 23.90 29.70 24.70 2320.00

Park 32.30 323.70 1499.20 1.60 25.10 18.30 1900.20

Teller -oY ' '8.40 46.60 179.10 6.20 0.70 555.00

Front Range Adams 107.01Y 1251. 00

Arapahoe 7.22Y 820.00

Denver -oY 67.00

Douglas 6.90 58.50 335.00 309.35 8.05 118.35 6.55 843.00

E1 Paso -oY 80.77 44.95 5.00 130.72

Jefferson 17.27!1 791. 00

Weld 640.00 780.00 2464.00 16.20 29.20 14.80 30.00 26.80 4002.00

Plains Elbert 4.05 184.30 928.30 23.30 0.45 16.55 1156.95

Logan 191. 50 359.50 886.50 17.20 10.10 1473.00

Morgan 243.80 196.40 788.80 16.30 8.80 16.30 7.30 1278.00

Perkins

Sedgwich 45.40 43.10 156.60 2.00 10.90 258.00

Washington 20.60 312.30 621. 40 0.20 5.30 959.80

Nebraska Cheyenne 1186.00

Deuel 435.00

Kieth 1072.00

Kimball 953.00

Lincoln

Wyoming Laramie 2703.00

Albany 44.00

TOTALS 2,4030.0oY

Y~lcasurcu from SCS maps.

·?J·'~{)llth Pl;,ttt~ basin land a rva ,
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from maps of the Colorado Land Use Commission and the Soil Conservation

Service; they are believed to be accurate. Table A-3 gives a total

of 1,273,954 acres (which in round figures will be called 1,300,000

acres). Crops grown in the basin include hay, winter wheat, corn,

barley, sorghum, dry beans, sugar beets, oats, alfalfa hay, potatoes,

and spring wheat.

Table A~3. Irrigated Acreage by Counties within the South Platte
River Basin in Colorado (Areas were Measured from Land
Use Maps! of the Colorado Land Use Commission and the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service)

County Date of Area of Irrigated
Map Land (Acres)

Adams 8/73 68,488

Arapahoe 7/73 4,621

Boulder 7/73 97,420

Clear Creek 8/73 0

Denver N/A

Douglas 8/73 4,580

Elbert 8/72 2,28o!!

El Paso 11/73 o!!
Gilpin 7/73 0

Jefferson 8/73 11,054

Larimer 11/73 l71,061Y

Lincoln 9/72 oY
Logan 8/72 117,92o!!

Morgan 9/72 171,280

Park 8/73 72 52o!!,
Sedgwick 9/72 25,98oY

Teller 8/73 oY
Washington 9/72 12 32o!!,
Weld 9/73 513,430

Counties Total

Basin Total 1,273,954

YCounty not entirely within the basin, value represents county's irrigated
acreage within the basin.
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Activities--The land categorization is also indicative

of the variety of economic and leisure activities within the basin.

The irrigated agriculture dates from the gold rush days and consti-

tutes an important aspect of Colorado's economy. Ranching within the

basin, utilizing rangeland, is historic. Non-irrigated farmland is

extensive also. In the mountains, mining and recreation are particularly

important. Colorado is noted for its scenic mountains, which is a

strong attraction not only for tourists but for new residents.

Most of the urban growth is occurring along the Front Range urban

corridor. While heavy industry is not extensive, some major companies

have located in the area for manufacturing while others have located

major headquarters within the area.

A.3.7 Climate--The average October-April precipitation in the

basin varies from 3.5 inches in the lower plains to 22.5 inches in the

mountains; the latter is mostly snowfall. The average May-September

precipitation varies from 6.5 inches in the lower plains to 15.0

inches in the mountains. Because of the dry low relative humidity

climate, much of the precipitation evaporates with little effect on

root zone soil moisture levels. Average annual precipitation for

the basin excluding that portion in Nebraska was measured from

published isohyeta1 maps to be 16,978,300 acre-feet, while 14,912,500

acre-feet was lost back to the atmosphere by evaporation.

A.3.8 Hydrology--The natural streamflow in the basin is mostly

snowmelt from the mountain watershed. About 70 to 80 percent of the

total annual stream runoff occurs seasonally, during the period Apri1

July. In its pre-development state, the South Platte system would
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carry most of the flow in the spring flood to the Missouri River.

Also, the plains South Platte River was an ephemeral stream. The late

summer-faIl-winter low flows from the tributaries would sink into the

sands of the main stem.

Most of the tributaries retain their natural hdyrologic

character in their mountain reaches. However, as these tributaries

emerge onto the plains, i.e., in the transition zone, numerous

diversions begin. These diversions continue to the main stem and along

the main stem to Nebraska. Continuous return flows and point source

wastewater discharges also characterize the transition and plains

zones of these streams. In fact, the continued diversions are

sustained by the return flows. This system of water development and

use emerged largely during the period 1870 to about 1924 with continued

development to the present. The system thus includes numerous diversions,

storage reservoirs. and return flows. The plains South Platte is no

longer an ephemeral stream due to these changes. The groundwater levels

of the plains South Platte have been built up to such levels that it

is now an "effluent strea~l (i.e., it gains water from seepage into the

stream). The stream and the adjacent aquifer are actually considered

as one entity. Several thousand wells in the adjacent aquifer

complicate the administration of water rights for the system.

Figure A-7 shows the monthly distribution of flows at the South

Platte gaging station on the mainstem in the South Platte canyon.

These annual hydrographs show: 1) the seasonal variation in discharge;

and 2) the large range in annual runoff. Figure A-8 shows the

variation in average annual discharge along the main stem of the

transition and plains South Platte. The seasonal effects of tributary
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inflows, diversions and return flows are reflected in the discharge

profiles for the different months.

A.3.9 PopuZation--Most of the population of the South Platte

basin is, and always has been, concentrated along the Front Range

urban corridor from Denver to Cheyenne; over two-thirds of this

population is concentrated in the Denver metropolitan area.

Population data for counties wholly and partly within the South

Platte basin are given in Table A-4. As noted, some of the counties

for which population data are given have a portion of their land

areas outside the basin. Since most of these counties have low

population, the error introduced by including them in the count is not

felt to be substantial. The high growth rate within the basin and

particularly in Denver and other Front Range cities is particularly

noticeable. This high rate of growth has been the rule since the

1858 gold rush. The population trend for the basin for the period

1890-1950 is seen in the following tabulation:

Date Population

1890 234,719
1900 275,696
1910 427,978
1920 521,752
1930 604,571
1940 657,207
1950 847,905

A.3.l0 Projected PopuZation--Population projections used in

this study were furnished by the Corps of Engineers, Omaha, who

utilized a report, "Colorado Population Projections 1970-2000,"

Colorado State Division of Planning, April 1976. The report developed

high series and low series projections to'the year 2000.
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Table A-4. Population Data for Counties of the South Platte Basin
1950 to 1970 (Source: U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census)

1950 1960 1970 Change (',) Avg. Annual 1970
County Population Population Population 1960-1970 Growth Rate Major City Population

COLORADO

Adams 40,234 120,300 185,800 54.4 4.4 Aurora (part) 27,200

Northglenn 27,900

Araphaoe 52,125 113,400 162,100 42.9 4.6 Aurora (part) 47,800

Boulder 48,296 74,300 131,900 77.5 5.9 Boulder 66,900

Clear Creek 3,289 2,800 4,800 71.4 5.5 Idaho Springs 2,000

Denver 415,786 493,900 514,700 4.2 3.5 Denver 514,700

Douglas 3,507 4,800 8,400 75.0 5.7 Castle Rock 1,500

Elbert 4,477 3,700 3,900 5.4 4.4 Elizabeth 500

Gilpin 850 700 1,300 85.7 6.3 Central City 200

Black Hawk 200

Jefferson 55,687 127,500 233,000 82.7 6.2 Lakewood 92,800

Larimer 43,555 52,300 89,900 68.7 5.3 Fort Coll ins 43,300

Logan 17,187 20,300 18,900 -6.9 -0.7 Sterling 10,600

Morgan 18,074 21,200 20,100 -5.2 -0.5 Fort Morgan 7,600

Park 1,870 1,800 2,200 22.2 2.0 Fairplay 400

Sedgwick 5,095 4,200 3,400 -19.0 -2.0 Julesburg 1,600

Weld 67,504 72,300 89,300 23.5 2.1 Greeley 38,900

Washington 7,520 6,600 5,600 -15.2 -1. 6 Akron 1,800

NEBRASKA

Cheyenne 12,081 14,828 10,778 -27.3 -3.1 Sidney 6,411

Deuel 3,300 3,125 2,717 -13.0 -1. 4

Kimball 4,283 7,975 6,223 -21. 9 -2.4 Kimball 3,484

Kieth 7,449

WYOMING

Laramie 47,662 60,100 56,400 -6.1 -0.6 Cheyenne 40,900

Albany 19,055

TOTAL 859,861 1,207,128 1,551,418 28.5 2.5
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Figure A-9 shows the 1950-1970 historical trend in basin population.

The population trend of the Denver metropolitan area is shown for

comparison. The high and low series projections for the basin are the

main interest, they're seen as continuations from 1970. The high

series projection shows a basin population of nearly 4 million by 2020.

A.4 Legal-Administrative Framework

The legal framework governing water allocation and use within the

South Platte River basin and the aggregate amount of water available

for use consists of Colorado water law and several interstate agreements.

This system is administered by a variety of water agencies.

A.4.l Water Rights--Colorado water law is founded on the

appropriation doctrine. Some key points relevant to the present

study are: 1) a water right can be sold separate from the land,

2) an appropriator can change the place of use of water providing

there is no damage to other users, 3) a city may not capture its

own wastewater for further use except by another appropriation,

4) the right of reuse is attached to foreign water from the Colorado

River (except for water from the Colorado Big Thompson Project),

5) an appropriator can divert water from one watershed to another for

beneficial use.

A.4.2 Water Administration--The water rights system is

administered by the Office of the State Engineer. Within the South

Platte River basin about 6,200 absolute and conditional decrees exist.

The aggregate water requirement .if all these rights were filled to

the upper limit would be about 30 million acre-feet annually. There

are about 175 mutual irrigation companies, 7 or 8 irrigation districts,

5 water conservancy districts, and numerous municipal water districts
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and sanitation districts. Around Denver alone there are 209 water

organizations of various sorts.

A.4.3 Interstate Compacts--The first interstate water compact

was the 1922 Colorado River Compact. It came about as a result of the

contemplated acquisition of Colorado River water by Southern California

cities and irrigation districts. Upper basin states feared that if

the doctrine of prior appropriation applied, the fast developing

Southern California region would preempt the rights of the upper basin

states to Colorado River water (i.e., when their development was

sufficient to require the water, it would not be available). The

Colorado River Compact was hammered out then in exchange for the

political support of the basin states for the Boulder Canyon Project

Act, which passed Congress in 1928. This compact and the 1948

Upper Colorado River Compact, and the 1944 Mexican Treaty, has

permitted the upper basin states to develop at their own pace, with

the certainty that the allotted amount of water can be used. In

addition, their obligations to other users are stated. The Colorado

River compacts and treaties are the basis for whole river basin

programs (i.e., the 1928 Boulder Canyon Project Act, the 1958

Upper Colorado River Basin Project Act, the 1968 Central Arizona

Project Act, etc.). Glen Canyon Dam for example, was built to permit

the upper basin states to fulfill their compact obligation to

deliver 75 million acre-feet of flow past Lee Ferry, Arizona, in

any ten-year period.

The South Platte River Compact between Colorado and Nebraska was

signed in 1923. It provides that between April 1 and October 15 of
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each year, Colorado will not permit any diversions from the Lower

Section of the river, except those having priority dates prior to 14

June 1897, to an extent that will diminish the flow of the river at

the Interstate Station, below a mean flow of 120 cfs. This flow

amounts to 47,127 acre-feet per year.

A.4.4 Litigations--Litigations are another form of interstate

document. The Laramie River Decree of 1957 and the 1945 North Platte

Decree deal specifically with the question of transbasin diversions to

the South Platte. Article II(a) of the former limits export from

the Laramie River Basin to points in Colorado to 19,875 acre-feet of

water in any calendar year. The North Platte Decree (Nebraska vs.

Wyoming) limits the export of water from Jackson County to 60,000

acre-feet in any ten-year period.

A.5 Water Supplies

The additional water supplies available to users in the South

Platte River basin must be ascertained in terms of an understanding

of the systems involved, and a variety of influencing factors. First,

the water supplies of users in the South Platte River basin are

derived from several sources. These include the South Platte River

basin, the Colorado River basin, and the North Platte River basin.

Second, the amount of water available to the State of Colorado from

each of these basins is stipulated by interstate compacts and

litigation. Third, the allocation of this water to each of the many

users in Colorado depends upon the priority date of the water right.

This is established by the activities in developing the right; but it

is legally confirmed only after adjudication. Fourth, political

factors are becoming increasingly important in determining if and

when new projects are built. This is especially true if there is any
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degree of federal involvement. Fifth, one must understand the

hydrology of the mountain streams which supply most of the water. About

seventy percent of the annual flow occurs during the April-July period.

The amount of new water available depends upon the recurrence interval

of any unappropriated excess floodwaters. At the present state of

development this recurrence interval is likely to be a matter of

several years for most tributaries of the South Platte River. Thus

a study of both the hydrology and the existing exercise of water

rights entitlements is necessary to determine the availability of new

water. And finally, planned reuse by a city is possible only to the

extent that the city has foreign water to which is attached the right

of reuse.

Therefore, an appraisal of the potentials for the development of

additional water supplies for users in the South Platte River basin is

more involved than simply a presentation of numerical data. This

section summarizes some of the important data and information relative

to the availability of "new" water supplies for the basin. While this

is done in a more simplistic manner than is actually the case, it

serves to provide a "picture".

A.5.l Native Water SuppZies--Table 2-5 gives an overview of

these three concerns--supply, use, and availability--by sub-basin in

the South Platte River basin. It will be referred to throughout

subsequent discussions on these topics.

Surface Water Runoff. The annual amount of native surface

water supply is highly variable. The surface water runoff data in

Table A-5 are an index of this variability. While the average annual

runoff was 1,204,550 acre-feet for the period examined, the amount was



Table A-5. Water Supply Data for Sub-Basins of the South Platte River Basin
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1,902,680 acre-feet for 1970, and 842,060 acre-feet for the 1953-56

four-year drought average. The importance of the flows from the

mountain tributaries can be seen also in the data of Table A-5.

Surface Water Diversions. An important index of surface water

diversions is seen in a summary of water rights. Table A-5 provides

such a summary by sub-basin for both direct flow and storage rights.

There are some 1,213 major direct flow rights, which have a collective

entitlement (i.e., each right is exercised continuously for the whole

year) of 30,317,500 acre-feet. These entitlements are not all satisfied,

however, since many of them have priorities too low to yield much

water. Many of the junior appropriators do get sufficient water,

though, since the senior appropriators do not exercise their rights

continuously, i.e., the "calls" average about 25 to 35 percent for the

senior appropriators during May and June.

Table A-6 shows a total of 542 ditches making diversions of

surface water in the South Platte River Basin. The total amount of

surface water diverted in 1970 was 2,936,184 acre-feet (excluding

1,046,469 acre-feet put through turbines of hydro plants). The

agricultural sector diverted 2,525,892 acre-feet of water, making

agriculture the largest user. In 1973, about 48 major ditches

diverted 1,005,600 acre-feet (Table 3-5, Gerlek, 1977).

Storage. There are some 370 reservoirs in the basin having

storage capacities in excess of 500 acre-feet; these reservoirs

have about 1,200 decreed water rights. The 150 largest reservoirs

have collectively 2,129,742 acre-feet of storage capacity; this is

about ninety percent of the basin total. Table 2-5 summarizes

storage data in terms of water rights for in-basin storage. A



Table A-6. Total Surface Water Diversions in the South Platte River Basin During the 1970
Water Year (Table 3-6, Ger1ek, 1977)

Number of

Sub-Basin
Ditches Surface Water Diversions in Acre-Feet
R~port~ng 1/
DlverSlons- Agricultural Municipal Industrial Total

North Fork South Platte 0 0 0 0 0
South Platte River-Mountains 134,304 132,176 0 226,480
Plum Creek 226 4,949 0 0 4,949
Cherry Creek 8,795 0 0 8,795
South Platte River-Transition 511,931 86,578 63,057 661,566
Clear Creek 86 4,644 2,200 13,791 22,035
Bear Creek 1,054 2,100 01/ 3,154
Boulder Creek 62 108.493 17,894 1,437-/ 178,263
St. Vrain Creek 45 225,610 11,241 2,613l 139,464
Big Thompson River 37 229,054 9,792 1, 007, 715.!! . 1, 246, 561

I-'

Cache La Poudre River 28 493,526 29,048 8,854 531,426 N
I-'

Crow Creek 60,005 8,811 0 68,816
Lodgepole Creek 58 43,023 0 0 43,023
North Plains Tributaries 1,090 0 0 1,090
South Plains Tributaries 50,000 0 0 50,000
South Platte River--P1ains 749,414 0 7,615 757,029

Basin Total 542 2,525,892 299,840 110,452 2,936,184

liThe amount of industrial water put through turbines in hydropower plants in 1970 amounted to
1,400 acre-feet for Clear Creek; 50,439 acre-feet for Boulder Creek; and 994,630 acre-feet
for the Big Thompson River. These amounts are not included in the table.
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considerable amount of basin storage is for foreign water. Horsetooth

Reservoir and Carter Lake are in this category. Thus, the decreed

storage volume of 1,305,591 acre-feet shown in Table A-5 is the

approximate storage provided for native flows.

Groundwater Development. About 1,589,830 acre-feet of water was

pumped from groundwater in 1970 (this is a rough estimate based upon

records of electric energy consumption). About 1,471,940 acre-feet

was used for agricultural use, 83,170 acre-feet was for municipal

use, and 34,720 acre-feet was for industrial use. Most of this water

was pumped from the South Platte alluvium, which extends along the

river from all tributaries to the confluence of the main stem with

the North Platte River in Nebraska. It is estimated that 25 million

acre-feet is in storage in this alluvium.

The South Platte alluvium aquifer is recharged by irrigation.

The buildup of the water table from irrigation has resulted in the

plains South Platte River being an effluent stream, i.e., it gains

water. Consequently many surface water appropriators have come to

depend on this water, and indeed they have senior rights relative to

the groundwater appropriators. The pumping of this aquifer has

interfered with the exercise of these surface water rights, i.e., by

lowering the water table. Presently, there is a moratorium on

additional wells.

Potential for Development of New Water. As noted earlier, it is

not easy to determine the availability of new water in the basin.

Comprehensive hydrologic and water rights studies are required. A

reasonable index of what is available is the proposed project over

recent years. Again, Table A-5 has tabulated this information. Ten
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projects are listed which could yield collectively over 150,000

acre-feet of new water. The most prominent of these presently are

Two Forks Reservoir and the Narrows Reservoir. Both are highly

controversial and are being delayed for these reasons. Whether they

will be built is uncertain. Two Forks yields only 20,000 acre-feet

of water from native flows; however, its main function is to store

increased diversions from west slope sources. The yield of the

Narrows project is shown as 102,000 feet. The gross yield from this

project is about 133,000 acre-feet since the project would acquire

31,000 acre-feet of water presently used on the lands to be inundated.

Return flows which will accrue in the stream channel below the Narrows

from the developed water will amount to 24,500 acre-feet accrual; this

amount is not included in the above figures. The aggregate amount of

water yielded from these projects is not large on a basin wide basis.

The important point is that the South Platte system is presently over

appropriated and there are very few attractive projects.

Another view of potential supply is seen by comparing the average

annual basin outflow across the Colorado-Nebraska state line with the

amount stipulated by the 1926 South Platte Compact. The Compact

stipulates that a flow of 120 cfs must be maintained across the state

line between April 1 and October 15, and that only appropriators in

the "compact control zone", i. e., that portion of the river between

the Washington County line and the state line whose rights are junior

to June 14, 1897, must yield to this requirement. The annual volume

for this flow amounts to 47,116 acre-feet. In recent years, i.e.,

from 1947 to 1974, the average annual state line flow has been about

220,750 acre-feet.
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A.5.2 Foreign Water Supplies--Water brought into a given basin

from another is called "foreign water". The term is common in legal

documents. Appropriators in the South Platte River basin presently

import about 374,027 acre-feet of foreign water into the basin and

there are conditional decrees for importation of a considerable

amount of additional foreign water, i.e., from the Colorado River

basin. However, there is controversy and uncertainty over whether

these decrees can or should be exercised. Because of all of the

variable factors involved, in the picture on how much additional water

may be available from other basins is not clear. It must be tempered

with knowledge of these co~tending factors.

Imports of Foreign Water. Table 2-7 summarizes also the exports

of water to other river basins, including the South Platte. The

current average annual exports to the South Platte amount to 374,027

acre-feet.

Potential for Further Imports of Foreign Water. The potential

amount of additional water which may be diverted to the South Platte

River basin from the North Platte and the Laramie River basins is

not too difficult to project. However, the potential for additional

water from the Colorado River basin is more difficult to determine.

North Platte River. The 1945 North Platte River Decree, amended

in 1953, allocates the waters of the North Platte River between

Colorado and Wyoming. The decree excluded the Laramie River. In

specifying the terms of the allocation, the decree limits the amount of

water which may be irrigated in Jackson County, Colorado, to 145,000

acres. It limits the amount of water which can be exported out of

Jackson County to 60,000 acre-feet in any period of ten consecutive

years. Present diversions to the South Platte River basin amount to
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107 acre-feet annually from the Cameron Pass Ditch and 1,190 acre-feet

from the Michigan Ditch. Therefore, an additional 4,703 acre-feet

per year could be diverted to the South Platte River basin. The Joe

Wright reservoir expansion project of Fort Collins will divert about

4,000 to 5,000 acre-feet per year of this toward this amount. The

procurement of additional amounts toward the 6,000 acre-feet annual

limit would require some purchase of senior water rights in Jackson

County as well as improvements in collection structures. But it is

legally possible to divert this additional amount of water with the

procurement (i.e., purchase) of the needed water rights.

Laramie River. The 1957 Laramie River Decree placed a ceiling

of 49,375 acre-feet per year on diversions of Laramie River water in

Colorado. The decree also stipulates that Colorado's allottment of

no more than 19,875 acre-feet per year may be exported from the

watershed, i.e., to the South Platte River basin.

The present imports of Laramie River water, as seen in Table

A-7, amount to 19,720 acre-feet. Thus, there is no additional water

available for export to the South Platte River basin in Colorado.

Diversions to the South Platte River basin in Colorado are subject

only to Wyoming water laws.

CoZorado River. According to Mr. Felix Sparks of the Colorado

Water Conservation Board:

"There has been a considerable amount of study together
with a considerable amount of speculation, concerning the
amount of water which is still available to the State of
Colorado under the terms of the Colorado River Compact and the
Upper Colorado River Basin Compact. The problem with any
studies is that no one can actually define the precise amount
of water to which Colorado is entitled undep the terms of
the compacts. 'At some future time it appears likely that
these differences will be taken to the United States Supreme
Court for resolution."



Table A-7. Native Surface Water Supplies of the Colorado and North Platte River Basins (at Gaging Stations
below Points of Diversion to South Platte River Basin)

I
Average Annual

Surface Water Runoff Disposition of Surface Water
I (acre-feet per year) (acre-feet per year)

I 1953-56
I

Exports to Exports to
Drainage Area Long-Term IVater Year Four-Year Consumptive South Platte Other Sub-Basin
(square miles) Average

I
1970 Drought Uses Basin Basins Outflow

Colorado River--Mountains 540 378,474 I 384,800 237,600 31,850 249,219 0 97,405
I

Fraser River 285 159,144 173,600 143,500 12,620 55,394 0 91,130

Williams Fork River 184 109,909 125,500 70,600 8,640 4,540 0 96,729

Blue River 511 323,481 406,000 271,800 7,800 30,091 8,249 277,341

Piney River 86 55,131 64,800 38,800 520 0 0 54,616

Eagle River 944 445,432 529,400 347,800 22,100 6,450 28,818 388,064

Little Snake 285 173,478 218,500 121,000 2,600 7,316 0 163,562

Sub-Total 2,835 1,645,049 1,902,600 i 1,231,100 86,130 353,010 37,067 1,168,847

North Platte River--Mountains 1,431 487,326 555,000 282,800 169,000 1,297 0 317,209

Laramie River 294 145,878 171 ,000 93,800 6,032 19,720 0 120,126
:

Sub-Total 1,725 633,204 726,000 376,600 175,032 21,017 0 437,155

TOTAL 2,278,258 2,628,600 1,607,700 261,162 374,027 1,606,002

,

.....
N
(j\
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Acknowledging the problem noted by Sparks, that the terms of the

compacts may be the subject of future litigation to clarify the

apportionments, one still can read these documents and interpret them

literally for a lower limit assessment of Colorado's allocation. This

involves also making an assumption about the annual flow at Lee Ferry.

This is done graphically in Figures A-lO and A-II, which trace through

the water allocations based upon compact interpretations for the

1896-1975 average flow at Lee Ferry of 14,800,000 acre-feet and for

the 1931-1964 average flow of 12,920,000 acre-feet respectively. The

amount of water available to Colorado, from the two compacts and the

Mexican Treaty, is seen to be 3,094,650 acre-feet for the former flow

assumption, and 2,121,750 acre-feet for the latter flow assumption.

Once Colorado's allocation (and Wyoming's) is determined, the

intrastate allocation procedures govern allocation. By present law,

in both Colorado and Wyoming, the doctrine of prior appropriation

determines the availability of water. Figures A-13 and A-14 based upon

1970 Colorado uses, show both east slope diversions and west slope

uses as being fixed (i.e., not subject to change with low flows since

these figures represent uses by senior appropriators). The amount~of

unused water for the high average flow of Figure A-lO is 1,321,650

acre-feet; however, it is only 348,750 acre-feet for the low average

flow of Figure A-II.

lt should be kept in mind, however, that these "unused flows" are

covered several times over by existing conditional decrees. While there

is doubt as to Colorado's total share to begin with, it is nearly

impossible to determine the future status of conditional decrees. In

Colorado, water decrees are issued without regard to the availability

of unappropriated water in the source. It is a certainty that many
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Colorados share of
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188.1~5 ac-ft-
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1,321,650 ac-ft

1970 vIest Slope
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1970 East Slope
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To the South Platte
Rivet' Basin-1970
276,423 ac-ft!J

To the Arkansas and
Rio Grande Basins-1970
135,577 ac-ft

Figure A-lO. Calculation of Colorado's Annual Share of Colorado River Water if the Yield
at Lee Ferry is 14.8 Million Acre-Feet (Based upon an Interview with Mr. L.
Morrill, Colorado Water Conservation Board, 7/16/77; (C,erlek, 1977).
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To the-SO~th Platte
River Gasin-1970
276,423 ac-ftZ!

To the Arkansas and
Rio Grande Basins-1970
135,577 ac-ft

1970 unused share of
Colorado's net allot
ment for in-state
depletions

348,750 ac-ft

1970 West slope uses§!
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Net Water available
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Mexico's water treaty
obligations 5/
388,125 ac-ft-

III! • References:

1/ 1922 Colorado River Compact.
2/ Upper Colorado River Compact (signed 10/11/48-Consented to by Congress 4/5/49).
3/ % is of water available to Upper Basin States after Arizonas Allotment of
- 50,000 ac-ft.

'1>; 5 etMs I 4/ Personal Communication, ~lr. L. Morrill, Dept. Dir. C.W.C.B, 51.75% of 520,000
- ac-ft is being used by the USGS.
5/ Mexican Treaty (signed 11/14/44 - Ratified 11/27/45). If Upper Basin is
- responsible for 1/2 of Mexican Treaty Obligation, 1,500,000 ac-ft, Colorado's

share would be 51.75% of 750,000 or 388,125 ac-ft.
§! From Colorado State Water Plan - Phase I - Appraisal Report.
Z! From USGS Records
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Figure A-II. Calculation of Colorado's Annual Share of Colorado River Water if the Yield at
Lee Ferry is 12.9 Million Acre-Feet (Based upon an Interview with Mr. L. Morrill,
Colorado Water Conservation Board, 7/16/78; (Gerlek, 1977).
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such decrees will not develop into actual usage, but existing

conditional decrees already far exceed anyone's guess of Colorado's

unused share of the Colorado River. But it is from this "unused share"

in Figures A-lO and A-II from which any future diversions of water

from the Colorado River basin to the South Platte River basin must

come.

A picture of future diversions from the Colorado River basin to

the South Platte River basin in Colorado is seen in Table A-8, based

upon the analysis outlined in Gerlek (1977). The upper limit of future

diversion is seen to be 707,729 acre-feet, or about twice the present

amount. The Alva B. Adams Tunnel will carry about 54,000 acre-feet of

additional water from the Windy Gap project which should be on line

in the 1980's. The Moffat Tunnel will carry an additional 18,000

acre-feet by 1986 from expansion of the Williams Fork Collection

System. The Harold D. Roberts Tunnel will carry an additional

259,000 acre-feet, if present plans come to fruition. A vital link

in these plans is to provide adequate east slope storage for this

water, which is a main role of Two Forks Reservoir. This water would

come from Straight Creek (9,000 acre-fee~), East Cove (70,000 acre

feet), Eagle River (100,000 acre-feet), and Eagle-Colorado (80,000

acre-feet). The Eagle-Piney project is politically controversial,

however, and the Eagle-Colorado project could be a similar project.

The result has been to make the Eagle-Piney project a very expensive

one. The project can go ahead, however, as long as the legal

obstacles are cleared relative to the new wilderness area created and

as long as the conditional decress have high enough priority dates

to yield the amount of water anticipated. The Denver Water Department



Table A-8. Future Diversions from the Colorado River Basin to the South Platte River Basin
in Colorado (Gerlek, 1977).
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4/ Annual aver,vy' .../,1') tilken betw('en 1953 and 137-1 I:;(cludinq the first 6 YPtH",) \,thich WCt'e no t f£'pfrsNltati'le nf the syst.f:'·'~> pott-n t i a l (l ab lr- r·3-3).
~/ i·/il1dy Gap rrnjr:t,t to con-e on l i ne in 19(10 (rlUH.U. 1975)'and prov idc an addi t iona l 54,WIIl ac rc-fcct prr year (f.nnifl~erinQ (lll15ult1nt~,. Inc .• 1974).
~/ Anrl'ld1. averr'1e '1';-:1') tavcn subvequcnt to the ad,lition or the Jones Pa<;o;;-lJasquel runnel inr ras t ruc tvro try till" ~1offat Cel l oc t i on S)~t~;T' in lG~<L

1..1 lnu lcwoodv LJevl-'ll_\~l'llellt of u.eir Ranch Creek Collection Sys t ein in 1975 will provide an add i t i ona l ';.000 acre- feet per Yf>:lr through the "bffat
Iunno l (Llewu":r ~i.,lt.~r flpri'lt·tnu~lIt. 1975).

f}/ E:o:nao:;ion of the Willirlnl; Fprk collection system will prnv i de an add i t i onn l 18,00') acre-fret pel' yf"ar thrnuqh the Harrilt Tunnel by 1,?~~i) <It the lHrst
[Ruber-t Fisch"", 1)76),

9/ Tile Vidl~r [,,110 1.,: 1 t.nr-por-at inn hel,) filed with the courts to del i vc r 3C5.00fl acr c-f'ee t per ye-ar- to the South Platte Rive r Oasin (~')I~ll:j rio;;t;.h~f·. 1076).
-- Ttl;:; project has not acqut r e.l any water r iqht s or land and its feasilibility hao; yet to be assessed. Therefore, the date of initial di vors ron is

unc.ertain.
10/ Tile !;xPJIl')ioil-of ttlr il~r61d O. Rohf'rts (o11c(tion f",y"trnl yilll at lrll~t be on l i nc by 2020 wi t h the prorn<>f'1 nro.,i£·ctsC:ontributir'1 the foll'lwing
_. ariount s ; (r~(}Lr.rt Fischer. 1976), St r.r i qh t Creer. 9.0ll11, (t'!\t. l~flt"('70,mJff, £dlJle-ritH'Y JOI1,\lf)(1, ['lfl1f'-CrI]0""dCl R'l,nrJO, Tf)t,~l 2t;~1.c!n~L
11/ Ih: Homer:,Uke p(()jcr:t Collection Systrfll expunvi on (illcliidinq the t~(11j'-"rYilI1SJ5 Division) ic; to ,",I" On ltnr- bv Jfm2 r-rnv i diu-: :~ur('q ·..,i·.h "in ,,~·:;t;f'1',,1

-- 2IJ,:)15 ,)crr.'-fr·,·t l(~r y':Jr' throuqh thr J\!Jrur:l-Hnr:.f'5t<1~(\ l'ip01irlt' (I~PCr.. 197'~)' J\l~(l j nr l udr-'; ftt"(',>Ptltll uurv-d c;h-3:le of e x i s t i r- ',ielrl, ";-:1·' ,~: ....-fJ:'(~t.

1.21 ill; Iour (Oljrlt.1F:". 'tj.}t.'r li'j<:jociJt.ion f'rojrct rl',_pntly Ilndrr t"l~ d i rcr t iou of a firm cell-:-I 'Jill'''lllr'. voul d (Jeli'I?" tr: tile jf'uf.11 i l~'~p :-:l ..!'r p,. 'I
40,uO'J llLrr.:-f'2"i_,t. rwr yedt' (Rol.lnd Fisdll~r. 1970). When this project will start diversiowi and hn"'J thr:!j will get to the Smith rlatte PilfC'r .... -'!'. n is
uncertain ilt this time.
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also has present absolute and conditional decrees for water from the

Moffat and Harold D. Roberts systems (i.e., Blue River) as follows:

Moffat System (Williams Fork and Fraser River)

Average year yield of present water rights: 112,000 acre-feet

Present diversions: 54,200 acre-feet

Additional water which could be diverted: 57,800 acre-feet

Harold D. Roberts Tunnel System (Blue River Sub-Basin)

Average year yield of present water rights: 169,000 acre-feet

Present diversions: 29,941 acre-feet

Total: 139,059 acre-feet

These amounts are not included in Table A-8. The scenario assumption

rule in the input-output models, utilized the additional water from the

Fraser and Williams Fork Rivers and the Blue River in lieu of the

Eagle-Piney, and Eagle-Colorado project water.

In Wyoming, present 1975 depletions of Colorado River Basin water

are 323,000 acre-feet and main stern reservoir losses are 73,000

acre-feet. Based on the 6.3 million acre-feet available to the upper

basin, and Wyoming's 14.00 percent allotment (875,000 acre-feet), it

still has 479,000 acre-feet of unconsumed Colorado River water.

However, Wyoming has a total of 292,000 acre-feet of this committed

to the Cheyenne-Laramie, Lyman, Savery Pot Hook, Fontenelle M &I,

and Seeskadee Projects. This. leaves Wyoming with 187,000 acre-feet

of Colorado River water for future development.

A.6 Water Demands

The individual water users within the South Platte basin are

literally millions in number. To project water demands it is

necessary to devise a taxonomy which aggregates these users into
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tractable groupings. Table A-9 shows the taxonomy devised for the

South Platte River basin.

Table A-9. Taxonomy of Water Users for South Platte River Basin

Phylum Water Users

User Sector

User
Category

Municipal

Denver, Boulder
Longmont, Loveland,
Fort Collins,
Greeley, Cheyenne,
Others-Mountains,
Others-Transition,
Others-Plains

Industry

Energy Resources,
Power Generation,
Mining, Sugar Beet
Factories, Beer
Brewery,
Manufacturing

Agriculture

Transition
Lands

Plains Lands

All 1970 water use data for the basin have been aggregated by "use

sector" and "user category", along the lines indicated in Table 2-9.

Water demand projections are made for these various use sectors

and user categories for 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010 and 2020; 1970 data

was used as the point of departure. The projections are developed to

envelop ranges, or high and low limits.

The projection which actually materializes is a function of many

factors. Some factors are exogenous to the basin (e.g., national

population growth) and independent of each other, while others are

endogenous and are mutually interdependent (e.g., agricultural water

transfers and basin population growth). Thus, the demand for water

by any given user or use sector depends upon the number of users which

materializes, the intensity of the competitiveness for existing

supplies (e.g., as gaged by price, political controversy, court rulings,

etc.), and other factors. Present and projected demands by the major

use sectors are summarized in the sections following. Complete

documentation is found in Janonis (1977), Janonis and Gerlek (1977),

Patterson (1977a), and Patterson (1977b).
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Municipal Water Use.· The "municipal sector" water usage

includes all water diverted by cities, towns and municipal water

districts. The groups of users are domestic, commercial and industrial.

This section summarizes the 1970 water use by the municipal

sector and gives projections of municipal sector water demands to

2020. The volume by Janonis (1977) contains the following information

for each major city:

1. A listing of water rights;

2. expected water yield of water rights holdings;

3. a listing of water service contracts;

4. a description of storage, conveyance, water treatment, and

wastewater treatment facilities;

5. enumeration of 1970 and 1975 diversions from the various

sources of water;

6. diagrams of water distribution and return flows, which

balance with respect to inputs and outputs;

7. industrial users;

8. per capita use trends;

9. seasonal patterns of use.

The above listing of information is indicative of the complexity in

describing and projecting water use for the municipal sector. Figure

A-12 which shows the array of 1970 water transfers for the city of

Denver is illustrative. Similar diagrams are given in Janonis (1977)

for the other major cities as well.

A.6.2 Per Capita Water Use--The limits of projected municipal

per capita water usage averaged for the whole South Platte basin are

seen in Figure A-13. The upper limit curve is the present basin-wide

average. It is difficult to conceive that an increasing trend could
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Figure A-13. Projected Municipal Sector Per Capita Water Demands
for the South Platte River Basin (Janonis, 1977)
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develop given the present social mores about water use and the

increasing stresses. The intermediate projection takes Boulder's

present 167 gpcd as a reasonable basin-wide objective which could be

reached gradually as a result of various cities adopting water metering.

The loser limit projection would move similarly toward a lower limit

of 123 gpcd, a figure based upon studies of what is possible with

water saving plumbing fixtures.

Projected Water Demands. The combination of population and

per capita water usage, giving projected water demands are infinite.

!hus only limits are projected. Figure A-14 shows upper and lower

limits of municipal water demand, and an intermediate level.projection.

The upper limit projection assumes a 220 gpcd water usage combined with

the high series population projection; the lower limit projection

assumes a lower limit trend in per capita water usage, as shown in

Figure A-13, combined with the low series population projection; the

intermediate level projection assumes the intermediate trend in per

capita water usage as shown in Figure A-13, combihed with the mediUm

series population projection. The per capita water usages are shown

on the respective curves.

Between the upper limit and the lower limit municipal water

projections, a whole family of curves exists, with each curve in the

family representing a particular combination of per capita water usage

and population projection. It would be fallacious to propose one of

these curves as a probable future. All one can say is that a particular

population projection, combined with a particular set of per capita

uses, will result in a given water demand projection. The "intermediate

level projection" seems a reasonable one to pick for some of the studies

with the input-output modeling.
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Municipal Return Flows. The return flows from the municipal

sector uses are variable; each city has different return flow

characteristics. Janonis (1977) has detailed information on return

flows for each municipality. The 1970 return flows ranged from

58.4 percent to 85.4 percent of the treated municipal water supplied.

The basin average return flow was about 70 percent. The latter

figure was used for the return flow projections to 2020.

A.6.2 Industrial Water Use--Industrial water users include

all commercial water users who require water in their processes and

operations. They include establishments in the following industries:

thermal power generation, oil refining, mining, brewing, fish

hatcheries, sugar beet processing, and manufacturing. They may

obtain water either through their own water rights, or they may be

supplied by municipal water districts or cities, or both. Also,

they may have their own waste treatment facilities, or they may be

hooked into a municipal system. They are categorized here as "major"

and "minor". The "major" industrial establishments are defined here

as those using water ar rates equal to or exceeding 1,000 af/yr;

collectively they account for about ninety percent of the total water

diversions by industrial sector water users.

Minor Industrial Users. The "minor" industrial establishments

are those using water at rates less than 1,000 af/yr. They are

absorbed into the municipal water sector for the purpose of depicting

water transfers. The water supplied to both major and minor

industries by municipalities for 1970 and 1975 (from Patterson, 1977)

was:
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Municipal Supplied Water

Total of major and minor users

Total of minor users only

Thousands of acre-feet

1970 1975

17.831 21.781

10.985 13.748

The basin-wide total of self supplied industrial water by the

major industries was 152,262 acre~feet in 1970; in 1975 the total

was 184,551 acre-feet. The overall consumptive use by the major

industrial water users amounted to 22 percent for 1970 and 30 percent

for 1975.

The oil refineries and thermal power generation industries are

listed also in the discussion of water use by the "energy sector".

This double listing is accounted for in summaries of total water

usage by all sectors. They are categorized under the "major industry

sector" in the input-output model.

Future Water Use by Industry. It is very difficult to project

industrial water usage. However, based upon knowledge of the

activities within the basin, three key assumptions seem reasonable.

These are: 1) population growth in the basin probably is not tied

to development of heavy industry; 2) the basin seems to be developing

with further growth founded on the technological industries; and

3) such industries are likely to use municipal water. Thus, with

such assumptions, the following assertions are made relative to

future water demand by industry: 1) self-supplied industrial water

usage remains constant at the 1975 level (except that water use is

reduced by 1980 for plants which have been or will be closed between

1975 and 1980; and 2) the percent of industrial water use by industry
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for each city remains constant for all scenarios; 3) water use by the

energy sector is expected to increase (since energy production is

related to population).

It is felt that even if "surprises" occur (i.e., new unexpected

industries come in) the effect on the basin water balance, depicted

by the input-output model, will not be severe. In such cases, the

amount of water demand by the industry probably would not be great

relative to the total water picture. It should be noted also that

the overall consumptive water use by industry is only about two percent.

A.6.3 Energy Sector Water Requirements--The "energy sector,"

as defined here, embraces all activities associated with the production

of energy. Energy production has three phases: 1) mining of fuel;

2) manufacturing (e.g., oil refining); and 3) generation of electric

power. Table A-IO identifies some of the common activities of each

phase.

Table A-IO. Phases of Energy Production and Associated Activities

Mining

Petroleum recovery

Coal mining

Uranium mining

Oil shale mining

Manufacturing Electric Power Gen.

Natural gas liquifaction Geothermal

Slurry transport of coal Thermal power
production

BioCDnversion Hydroelectric
power
production

Petroleum refining

Present energy production activities in the South Platte basin

include petroleum recovery, petroleum refining, thermal power production

and hydroelectric power production. Future activities could include,
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in addition, coal mining, slurry transport of coal, natural gas

liquification, bioconversion, and expanded thermal power production.

In addition, the potential energy production activities in the Colorado

River basin, and in the North Park area of the North Platte of Colorado,

bear upon the political feasibility of new water diversions to the

South Platte River basin. Energy production activities can provide

the basis for formidable competition, both politically and in purchase

of water rights, for available west slope water supplies--conditional

decrees from Front Range interests notwithstanding. Because of

these "negotiative types" of factors, it is not possible to determine

with certainty the purposes to which Colorado's share of Colorado

River basin water will be committed. However, one can construct some

tentative scenarios, based upon existing factual knowledge of the

basin (i.e., compact arrangements, hydrology, potential agricultural

and energy developments, existing conditional decrees, political

climate, etc.).

In 1970 and in 1975 also, the major activities in the energy

sector were power generation by hydro and thermal plant facilities,

oil refining, and oil recovery. The water requirements for the energy

sector in 1970 and 1975 as determined by Patterson (1970b), were

47,630 and 91,406 acre-feet, respectively (excluding hydro power). It

should be noted that the thermal power (which used 39,113 acre-feet

in 1970 and 83,341 acre-feet in 1975) and oil refining categories

(which used 3,517 acre-feet in 1970 and 4,385 acre-feet in 1975) were

included also in the section on industrial water use. While this

facilitates viewing these activities, the dual entry should he noted

in order to avoid the possibility of double accounting. The 1970
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electric energy generating capacity amounted to 3,338.85 megawatts.

The distribution between thermal and hydro was 2,667 and 671.850

megawatts, respectively. The per capita consumption of electric

energy for the South Platte River basin in 1970 was 6,473 kwh (kilowatts

hours). For a 1970 basin population of 1,531,600, this amounts to a

basin electric energy consumption of 9,917 terawatt hours. This compares

with a production capacity for the basin of about 29.248 twh (terawatt

hours) for thermal and hydro power combined. This latter figure

assumes all energy production facilities are operating constantly every

hour during the 1970 year which was not true. Also, the Hayden power

plant supplied an appreciable amount of electrical energy in 1970 through

the Hayden-Archer 345-kv transmission line. However, the patterns of

energy production, distribution and consumption are much more complex

than might seem apparent at first glance. For example, regional power

tools intertie a variety of production and load centers, power

production and consumption within the South Platte River basin is

a part of the Rocky Mountain Power Pool which is one of the regional

power pools which tie together a variety of production and load centers.

Water Requirements for Thermal Power Production. Water requirements

for electric power generation are calculated for proposed plants

based upon pond cooling to 2010, and dry cooling thereafter. The

water supply is not adequate for once through cooling. The rule of

thumb for cooling pond size is 1,000 acres for a 1,000 megawatt power

plant. The water requirement for each plant is assumed to be 10,000

acre-feet per year for a 1,000 megawatt plant. For plants with dry

cooling, the water requirement is assumed to be 2,000 acre-feet for a

1,000 megawatt plant.
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The cumulative usage of present, proposed and speculative plants

to 2020 amounts to 115.013 thousand acre-feet. This water usage

corresponds to a "high" projection electric energy demand curve. Of

the total water diverted, about 97 percent is lost as evaporation.

Other Future Water Requirements of the Energy Seotor. The major

energy related water requirement within the basin is for electric

power production. Other energy related activities, listed in Table 2-10

are difficult to project. Water requirements for secondary oil

recovery are expected to not exceed the present 2,000 acre-feet annual

use. Projected coal mining would use only 300 acre-feet annually.

A coal gasification pilot plant, which is likely to be built

would use about 15,000 acre-feet annually. Slurry transport of

crushed coal is not likely to originate within the basin. Other

energy related water uses are not believed to be significant.

A.6.4 AgriouZturaZ Water Demands J 1970-2020--The agricultural

sector is by far the largest water use category in the South Platte

basin. About 1,273,954 acres of land in the basin were irrigated in

1973 in Colorado. About 60 percent of this land is located along the

Front Range urban corridor (i.e., the transition zone) where it is

irrigated by diversions from South Platte tributaries (i.e., Boulder

Creek, St. Vrain Creek, Big Thompson River, Cache La Poudre River),

as well as from the main stern South Platte between Denver and Greeley.

Most of the remaining irrigated land (about 25 to 30 percent) is

located along the main stern from Greeley to the state line.

There are about 6,200 conditional and absolute water rights decrees

in Colorado, supervised by the Division 1 engineer; most of these are
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agricultural water rights. These decrees proscribe the rules by which

a very finely tuned interdependent system of diversions and return flows

must operate. Both the physical system and its management are highly

complex. The physical system consists of numerous diversion structures

and headgates, countless miles of canals and ditches, and some 370

reservoirs of over 500 acre-feet capacity. The physical facilities are

owned by individuals, mutual irrigation companies and water conservancy

districts; in 1969 about 368 organizations were active in the basin.

Water Balance--1970. The "use" of water by agriculture infers

more than the idea of a simple diversion. It is better understood

in terms of a water balance, as shown by Figure A-15. This diagram,

from Janonis and Gerlek (1977), shows the 1970 aggregate deliveries

and disposals of water for the agricultural sector. Total water

diverted from streams and pumped from wells, amounted to 2,684,159

acre-feet and 1,147,341 acre-feet, respectively, with a total of

3,831,500 acre-feet. Consumptive use amounted to 2,607,336 acre-feet.

Of special interest is the canal seepage (525,432 acre-feet) and the

amount of deep percolation from irrigated fields (1,653,034 acre-feet).

This water is important in maintaining the lower South Platte River

and its tributaries as effluent streams (i.e., gaining water from

groundwater). In this manner, water that is not used consumptively

returns to the South Platte River or is available for pumping from the

riparian aquifer.

Projection of Agriculture Sector Water Demands 3 1970-2020. In the

State of Colorado, free market transfers of water are permissable,

provided other appropriators are not damaged. Thus, ownership of water
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Groundwater Diverted:
wyoming 47,470} 1 147 341
CoZonado 1,099,871 ' ,

Effective Precipitation:
wyoming 39,428} 954 302
CoZoradO 914,874 '

Surface Water Diverted:
wyoming 86,046
colorado ,598,113} 2,684.159

Cana1 Seepage:
525,432

ion Water Applied to Fields:
125,800

3,180,268} 3,306,068
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Consumptive Use:
flyoming 102,328

CoZorado 2,505,008 2,607,336

Deep Percolation
Wyoming 62,900} 1 653 034
CoZorado 1,590,134 ' ,

Groundwater Recharge = Recharge from fields and seeps = 2,178,466.

Figure A-IS. 1970 Annual Mass Balance of Irrigated Agriculture for
the South Platte Basin in Colorado and Wyoming. All
Data are in Acre-Feet (Janonis and Gerlek, 1977).
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rights may pass to parties willing and able to bid the price high

enough to induce irrigators to sell. Water use by municipal and

industrial water users is essentially "price inelastic" (i.e., water

in certain amounts is required for these uses regardless of price).

Transfers of water have been occurring steadily since the 1950's as

the Front Range urban corridor has both grown in population and

sprawled into suburban areas. For example, the municipal share of

Colorado Big Thompson project water has increased from about 13

percent in 1957 to about 27 percent in 1974, with a corresponding

decrease in the agriculture sector share.

At the same time, the urban encroachment rate on irrigated lands

was about .15 acres per capita increase during the 1950-1960 period

and .05 acres per capita increase during the 1960-1970 period. These

figures were used as assumed encroachment rates for areas classed as

rural and urban, respectively. It is also assumed that farmers are

likely to reinvest their capital in areas not likely to be later lost

again by urban encroachment. The present irrigated acreage is not

expected to increase more than five-percent as an upper limit, nor

decrease more than seven percent as a lower limit to year 2020 for

low and high series population projections, respectively.

Another key assumption in projecting water use by agriculture

relates to overall project efficiency. The lower limit assumption is

that the present efficiency, assumed at 43 percent, prevails in the

future. The upper limit assumes 73 percent efficiency by 2020. This

figure is based upon studies of center pivot and trickle irrigation

technologies and reported efficiencies of other areas in the United

States (i.e., California). Whether this higher efficiency is desirable
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for the South Platte is another question. The interdependencies between

return flows from excess water applied and downstream appropriations

could become out of balance if higher efficiencies were achieved.

The combinations of projected irrigated acreage and projected

irrigation efficiency are infinite, giving a wide continuum in

projected agricultural water demand curves. Figure A-16 is an envelope

of these projections. The lower limit curve combines the lower limit

in projected irrigated acreage with the high limit of irrigation

system efficiency. Similarly, the high limit curve of Figure A-16

combines the high limit of irrigated acreage with the low limit of

system efficiency. In any case, even the high limit projection of

Figure A-16 shows no significant increase in agricultural water

demand. Any changes are likely to be toward using less water.

Agricultural water use is tied to the price of water. Further

diversions by agriculture from the west slope are unlikely. This is

not only because of lack of water rights and probable political

controversy, but because the water would be too costly. However, the

agricultural sector is highly "elastic" in the amount of water which

it might use. If water is available at a reasonable cost, it will be

used. If municipal and industrial users wish to bid the water away

from agriculture, its water use will diminish. However, if further

west slope diversions are brought to fruition, agriculture could

benefit; since the municipal water use efficiency is about 70 percent.

that amount of return flow could be made available for use by agriculture.

However, since the municipal water users will most likely take advantage

of their legal perogative to reuse imported water, they will probably
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use the water two to two and a half times. Such reuse may take the

form of exchange agreements with agriculture (i.e., the municipal sector

uses agriculture's virgin water in exchange for the municipal sector's

treated sewage effluent, plus a payment).

A.7 Cache La Poudre River Basin

The optimization research utilized the water system of the Cache

la Poudre River basin for a case study. In addition, an input-output

water balance model was constructed for this basin for 1970.

The water data for the Cache la Poudre River basin are contained

within the previous description of the South Platte River basin. The

former is described in considerable detail by Reitano (1978).

Figure A-17 is a pictorial representation of the Cache la Poudre basin,

showing the general water related structural features.
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APPENDIX B

The Quadratic Programming Model--Summary Description

The methodology presented here is intended to be applied at two

levels: (1) a single-period approach based on annual figures, and

(2) a multi-period approach based on seasonal figures. The multi-

period solution is based on a decomposition approach (multilevel

optimization) in which individual seasons are optimized separately,

with a master program (controller) adjusting the inter-seasonal linkages

in an iterative manner until overall optimality is obtained. The

single period allocation model--which is the core of the planning

methodology--shall be described first; the multilevel structure of the

seasonal model shall be described subsequently.

B.l The Single-Period Allocation Model

In order to facilitate the description of the computer allocation

model a generalized flow chart is provided in Figure B-1. The flow

chart is divided in two parts: the left half describes the steps taken

by the user, and the right half outlines the model operations. User

steps are numbered U-l, U-2, ... etc., model operation steps M-l, M-2, ...

etc., and the description of the model below will follow these steps.

Detailed flow charts of the overall model and the quadratic programming

algorithm can be found in J¢nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux (1977,1978)

and in J~nch-Clausen (1978). For a detailed description of how to use

the computer program the reader is referred to the user's manual

(J9nch-Clausen and Morel-Seytoux, 1978).

U-l The planning problem is formulated and organized in an input-

output framework. Matrix elements t.. representing present
1J

or potential water transfers and treatments are identified.
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Figure B-1. Single-Period Allocation Model
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U-2 The variables t .. are partitioned into decisions x.(j=l, ... ,
1J J

Ni ) and states Yi (i=l, ... ,Nd) , and a table of correspondence

identifying each matrix element as either a decision or a state

is established.

U-3 States y. are expressed in terms of other states and decisions
1

x . :
J

N. Nd1
y. = l: a! . x. + I bh Yk + c! , i=l, ... ,Nd1 j=l 1J J k=l 1

(B-1)

The matrices {aij} and {bik} and the vector {ep are provided

as input by the user.

M-l The user provided relation (B-1) is reduced to an expression

of states in terms of decisions only:

N.
1

I
j=l

a .. x.
1J J

+ c.,
1

i=l, ... ,Nd (B-2)

This is accomplished by solving the system of Equations (B-1)

written as:

N.
1

I
j=l

a! .
1J

where c. = 0 for k ~ i, and c. = 1 for k=i
1 1

These equations are solved by the Gaussian elimination procedure;

when in the course of this procedure the square, non-singular

matrix' {c. - b!k} is reduced to the identity matrix, the matrix
1 1

{a! .} and the vector {e!} reduce to the matrix {a.. } and
1J 1 1J

vector {c.} in Equation (B-2).
1

In the following the relations (B-2) shall be referred to

as the state-decision relations.
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U-4 The following information is provided by the user:

(1)

(2)

An initial feasible solution ~~} (decisions only)
J

Upper bounds on states {y~} and decisions ~~}
1 J

(3) Parameters defining the cost functions:

a. .
C(Xo) = A 0 Xo xJ (some j's)

J XJ J

a. 0

C(yo) = A 0 Yo Y1 (some its)
1 yl 1

(B-3)

(B-4)

M-2 The cost functions (B-3) and (B-4) are approximated by the

quadratic cost functions:

C (x 0)
q J

(B-5)

1
C (Yo) = (a . - -2 b 0 Yo)y.

q 1 yl yl 1 1

(B-6)

in prescribed intervals around current values of the variables.

This fitting procedure is performed by simple linear regression

on the cost function derivatives. Leaving the subscripts out

the derivative of the original cost function becomes:

c (x)
d

= dx C(x) = (B-7)

The derivative of the quadratic function is simply:

c (x) =
q

d
-d C (x) = a-bxx q

(B-8)

In a least squares fitting procedure the parameters a and b

in (B-8) are obtained by fitting the straight line given by

(B-8) to the cost function derivative given by (B-7) in an

interval around the current value of the variables x. The
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length of the fitting interval is specified as a fraction of

the variable range, and the number of grid points in the

fitting procedure is specified as a number J.

Minimizing the sum of the squares of the deviations

between the cost function derivative and the straight line,

given by the expression:

J
t/:

J 2Min { L } = Min {L (BX: + bXd - a) }
a,b j=l J a,b j=l

(B-9)

the standard linear regression procedure yields the following

expressions for the parameters a and b:

J
2

J
13

J 13+ I
L x. L x. - L x. L x.

j=l J j=l J j=l J j=l J

a = B J
2

J 2
J L x. - [ L x. ]

j=l J j=l J

J J
13

J 13+ I
L x. L x. - J L x.

j=l J j=l J j=l J
b = B

J
2

J 2
J L x. - [ L x. ]

j=l J j=l J

(B-10)

(B-1l)

These are the parameters a., b ., a ., and b. in the
xJ xJ yl yl

quadratic functions given by (B-5) and (B-6)--obtained for

each of the cost functions in the system, whether expressed

in terms of states or decisions. In the computer program the

initial fitting intervals are the entire variable ranges; the

intervals are subsequently reduced to S percent of the ranges.

Having obtained the appropriate parameters the quadratic

objective function is defined:
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z =
N.

1

I C (x.) +
j=l q J

C (y.)
q 1

(B-12)

M-3 The quadratic objective function is reduced to a function of

the decisions only by using the state-decision relations

(B-2). In standard quadratic programming format the objective

function becomes:

N. Nd N.
1 1 1

Z = I f. x. + I I x. q .. x.
j ='1 J J 2 i=l j=l 1 1J J

(B-13)

U-5 Constraints are expressed in terms of states and decisions:

N. Nd1

I hkj x. + I gki y. = r' k = 1,.~.,K (B-14)
j=l J i=l 1 k e

N.
1

I hkJ·j=l

Nd
x. + I gk'· y. >

J i=l 1 1
r'

k
k=K +l, ... ,Ke (B-15)

The matrices {hkj} and {gki} and the vector {rk} are provided

as input by the user.

M-4 Using the state-decision relations (B-2) the user-provided

relations (B-14) and (B-15) are reduced to an expression

of constraints in terms of decisions only:

N.
1

I hkj x. = r
kj=l J

N.
1

I hkj x. ~ r kj=l J

k = 1, ... , K
e

k=K +l, ... ,K
e

(B-16)

(B-17)
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M-5 Having formulated the quadratic programming problem:

Minimize Iz l , given by (B-13)

Subject to constraints given by (B-16) and (B-17)

the quadratic programming routine is called to find the

minimum expected cost solution:

The quadratic programming routine is described in the following

section.

M-6 Using the state-decision relations (B-2) the states

corresponding to the optimal solution, . {y~}, are computed.
1

M-7 A check is made to see whether or not the optimal solution is

interior in the prescribed fitting intervals. If it is

interior, the true minimum expected cost solution:

has been obtained. If it is not interior, new quadratic

cost functions are fitted, and steps M-2 through M-7 are

repeated until the optimal and interior solution is obtained.

If the user is interested in the minimum expected cost

solution only, the allocation procedure stops here, and the

optimal solution is "translated" back into optimal values

. {t~.} in the input-output table.1J

The curve fitting operation can be bypassed by providing

quadratic cost function parameters' {a ., b .} and {a ., b .}XJ XJ y1 yl
directly (step U-4). The special case b . = b . = 0 forXJ Y1
all j and i represents a situation with constant unit

costs, and the quadratic programming reduces to linear

programming.
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U-6 Cost uncertainty information is provided in the form of

estimated coefficients of variation associated with the

parameters a ., b ., a ., and b .
XJ XJ yl yl

in the quadratic cost

functions (B-5) and (B-6). The respective standard deviations

° , 0b ' ° , and 0b. are then computed.a . a .
XJ xy yl yl

M-8 The cost variance objective function is defined as:

N.
1

Z = Var' { l.
j=l

C (x.) +
q J

C (y.)}
q 1

(B-19)

where C (x.) and C (y.) are the quadratic functions in
q J q 1

(B-5) and (B-6). Assuming that cost parameters are indepen-

dent random variables the new objective function becomes:

N. Nd 21

(0
2 2 1 2 4

(0
2 2 4z = L x. + - ° x. ) + L y. + 1:. °b y. )

j=l axj J 4 b J i=l a . 1 4 yi 1
XJ yl

(B-20)

M-9 As previously, in step M-2, ~uadratic functions are fitted to

the actual cost variance functions in a prescribed interval

around the current solution.

The fitting procedure is the same as the one previously

described. Leaving the subscripts out, the original cost

variance function

2 4f(x) = ax + f3x

is approximated by the quadratic function

(B-2l)

g (x)
1

= (a - '2 bx)x (B-22)
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The linear regression on the derivatives of these functions

yields the following expressions for the parameters a and b

in (B-22):

J 2 J 3 J J 4
L x. L x. L x. . L x.

j=l J j=l J j=l J j=l J
a = 4B J

2
J 2

J L x. - [ L x . ]
j=l J j=l J

J J 3 J 4
L x. l: x. J L x.

j=l J j=l J j=l J
b = 48 -20.

J 2 J 2
J L x. - [ y. x.]

j=l J j=l J

(B-23)

(B-24 )

M-10 Average costs at the current solutions are computed, and using

these average costs as coefficients a linearized additional

constraint is formulated, expressing that expected costs

should not exceed minimum expected costs by more than a pre-

scribed fraction £:

(B-25 )

M-11 As previously in steps M-3 and M-4, the objective function and

the additional constraint are reduced to be functions of

decisions only.

M-12 The quadratic programming routine is called to find the minimum

cost variance solution, and corresponding optimal states are

computed:
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As previously in step M-7 a check is made to ascertain that

the optimal solution is interior in the prescribed fitting

intervals. If it is interior, the true minimum cost variance

solution has been obtained. If it is not interior, new quadra

tic functions, and a new linearized minimum expected cost

constraint is determined, and steps M-9 through M-13 are

repeated until the optimal and interior solution is obtained.

B.2 The Dual-Period Allocation Model

The single-period allocation model just described is rather

general in scope, and should be applicable without change in a variety

of planning situations. All characteristics of the particular planning

problem are expressed in the state-decision relations, the objective

function(s) and the constraints.

In multi-seasonal planning, however, models are less general and

more problem specific. The inter-seasonal linkages vary from one

planning situation to the other, and multi-seasonal models must be

tailored accordingly. The seasonal model presented here is specific to

the case study of the Cache La Poudre River basin.

Only a very simple duaZ-period allocation model is required in the

analysis of the Cache La Poudre system. The two winter seasons can be

analyzed sepatately and independently, whereas the summer seasons are

linked through storage. This linkage is necessary because water is

being diverted to storage in spring and early summer, when streamflows

are high, for subsequent use in mid- and late summer when irrigation

demands are at their maximum. Thus, from a modeling point of view, the

simplest conceivable situation exists: only two seasons are inter

dependent, and only one variable (storage) links them.
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Two different approaches may be taken to the optimal allocation of

water in the two interdependent summer seasons. The periods can be

treated together in a single-period model with twice the number of

variables and constraints as necessary in anyone period; or the problem

can be decomposed by optimizing the periods separately, and let a con

troller or master program, adjust the linking variable in an iterative

manner until overall optimality is obtained. Computer storage and

execution time requirements increase geometrically with the number of

variables and constraints in the problem, whereas execution time in

creases only arithmetically with the number of single-period optimizations,

storage requirements remaining virtually constant. For these reasons

decomposition is generally computationally advantageous, and shall be

pursued here.

The multilevel structure of the decomposed problem is shown in

Figure B-2. An initial decision is made with respect to the diversion

to storage in the first period, and the optimal solution for this period

corresponding to the initial storage diversion is found, as well as the

carry-over storage available for the second period after seepage and

evaporation losses. Then the optimal solution for the second period

corresponding to the just determined carry-over storage is found, and

the overall objective value evaluated. Storage is adjusted iteratively

until the optimal overall objective value is obtained, i.e., when any

feasible change in use of storage will result in higher expected costs,

or higher cost variance, whatever the objective might be.

The control and storage iteration procedure takes place in a master

program, which calls on the single-period allocation model described
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MASTER PROBLEM

MIN {ZI (Sjl+zz{Sjl}

SUB-PROBLEM

PERIOD I

MIN{zl{Sjl}

Single-period Allocation Mode I

SUB-PROBLEM

PERIOD 2

MIN {z2(Sil}

Single- period A II ocotion Model

Figure B-2. Multi-Level Optimization Scheme (J~nch-Clausen, 1978)
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above for solution of the subproblems. These subproblems generate the

optimal solutions for the individual time periods (direct coupling,

feasible controller).

B.3 Description of the Quadratic Programming Algorithm

B.3.l The Convex Programming Problem--In quadratic programming

a second order objective function is optimized (i.e., minimized or

maximized) over a set of variables, subject to constraints, equalities

and inequalities, that are linear in these variables. In the standard

formulation of the quadratic programming problem all inequality con

straints are converted into equality constraints by introducing addi

tional variables (slack variables) into the problem; thus the second

order objective function is optimized over a larger set of variables,

but subject to equality constraints only. Variables may be non-negative

or free (i.e., with a permissible range from _00 to 00), and upper bounds

on variables may be specified. Only minimization is considered here;

maximization is equivalent to minimizing the negative of the objective

to be maximized.

Starting with an initial feasible solution (i.e., a solution which

satisfies the constraints and variable bounds) the quadratic programming

algorithm decreases the value of the objective function in an iterative

process. At each step one variable changes value in such a way that

the value of the objective function is decreased, while keeping the con

straints and variable bounds satisfied. The variable to be changed is

the one which has the greatest single effect on the objective function

at each step. A set of conditions, known as the Kuhn-Tucker conditions,

determines when the optimum has been reached. At the optimum no or

only insignificant decrease of the objective function will result from

changing one of the variables.
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The computer routine for solving the quadratic programming problem

has been developed using an algorithm known as the GeneraZ DifferentiaZ

Algorithm. The theory behind this algorithm is presented in Wilde and

Beightler (1967) and in more computational details by Morel-Seytoux

(1972). These references should be consulted for details.

The quadratic programming algorithm follows the computational

approach by Morel-Seytoux (1972) very closely, the only major improve

ment being the inclusion of upper bounds on the variables. The changes

necessitated by this improvement appear from the detailed mathematical

flow chart of the algorithm in Appendix C of J~nch-Clausen (1978). The

logic and mathematical equations in this flow chart--in which the

terminology and notation from Morel-Seytoux (1972) is used--forms the

basis for the computer routine. A separate user's manual for the

quadratic programming routine has been prepared by J~nch-Clausen and

Morel-Seytoux (1977).

Quadratic programming is a convex programming procedure which

means that only minimization of a convex objective function over the

linear (convex) constraint set will guarantee a global, or absolute

minimum. The cost functions in this study, as well as their quadratic

approximations, are concave, not convex, and consequently the Kuhn

Tucker conditions may be satisfied at a local, non-global minimum in

the expected cost minimization. (The cost variance objective is convex

and represents no such problem). In order to solve this problem and

try to obtain global solutions when minimizing concave objective

functions a special procedure has been added to the standard quadratic

programming algorith~ which in almost all cases ensures a global solu

tion, or at least a good and very consistent local one.
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3.2 The Non-Convex Programming Problem--The problem associated

with the minimization of a strictly concave objective function is illus-

trated in Figure B-3. The figure is a simple two-variable illustration

of the shortcomings of convex programming techniques in solving non-

convex problems.

ABCDEF in Figure B-3 represents the boundary of the convex

feasible region given by the linear constraints, and the closed curves

represent contours of the strictly concave objective function for ob-

jective values between 1 and 5.

In general, if the feasible region is convex and the objective

function is concave, it can be proven that the global minimum will be

taken on at one or more extreme points of the convex set (Bishop et al.,

1975a). However, in a convex programming procedure this global

minimum may be hard to find. Assuming that an initial feasible

solution for the quadratic programming problem is represented by point

I, the point A may be obtained as the minimum in the quadratic pro-

gramming procedure. The termination criterion in this--as in any

other convex programming procedure--is based on local conditions: the

Kuhn-Tucker conditions in this case are satisfied because the objective

value at the neighboring points Band F are greater than the objective

value at A. (In the figure, the objective values at A, Band Fare

approximately 3, 3.2, and 3.9 respectively). It is evident, however,

that point A represents a local minimum, the global minimum being at

point D (objective value: 1).

A possible approach for obtaining the global minimum is illustrated

in Figure B-3. Having reached the local minimum at point A, the

variables x. and x. are changed, one at a time, to the maximum
1 J
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OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
CONTOUR

BOUNDARY OF
FEASIBLE REGION

0'

Xi

Figure B-3. Minimization of Concave Objective
Function (J~nch-C1ausen, 1978)
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possible extent within their feasible ranges. In this case, x. can
1

be increased until the solution represented by point Q is reached,

while x. can be increased until point P is reached. The objective
J

values at the new feasible solutions obtained this way--represented

here by the points Q and P--are compared to the local minimum value

to see if any reduction of this value is possible. In this case it is

evident that the solution at P is better than the local minimum at

A (the objective value at P is 2.5), whereas the solution at Q is

worse (objective value 3.8). Taking P as a new initial feasible

solution, the quadratic programming procedure is repeated; a new--local

or global--minimum is obtained; variables are changed, one at a time,

in a search for a better solution etc., until no reduction in objective

value is possible. In this case that will happen when the global

solution represented by point D is reached.

A search procedure based on the principles outlined above has been

programmed and added to the standard quadratic programming routine

(subroutine SEARCH). Having obtained a solution for which the Kuhn-

Tucker conditions are satisfied, each one of the variables (original

as well as slack variables) is increased or decreased as much as possible

within the feasible region, and the resulting objective value is saved.

The smallest of the objective values obtained in this process is then

compared to the local minimum; if the local minimum value is smaller

than or equal to the smallest value obtained in the SEARCH procedure,

the local minimum is considered global; if on the other hand, a better

solution was identified in the SEARCH procedure, that solution is taken

as initial feasible solution in a new quadratic programming procedure.

This process of alternating between quadratic programming and the
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SEARCH procedures is continued until no improvement results in SEARCH.

A detailed flow chart of subroutine SEARCH is provided in Appendix C

of J~nch-Clausen (1978).

It should be emphasized that Figure B-3 serves as an illustration

only; many other situations--different from the one depicted in that

figure--may be visualized. However, the basic principles of the SEARCH

procedure as derived from Figure B-3 have proven extremely useful.

With the introduction of the SEARCH procedure in the quadratic programming

routine minimization of concave objective functions have resulted in

global minima (or at least good and very consistent local minima) in

practically all cases, regardless of the chosen initial feasible

solution.

Obviously the approach to non-convexity taken here is possible

only because a concave objective function is considered, for which the

optimum is known to be at one or more of the extreme points of the

convex set (Multiple optima are possible: if in Figure B-3 the convex

feasible region were bounded by ABCDD'F, rather than ABCDEF, both of

the solutions represented by the points D and D' would be global minima).

For a general non-convex objective function the global optimum may be

interior in the feasible region, and finding it in a combination of

convex programming and some search procedure may be almost impossible.

One approach in this situation is to start the optimization process

from a number of different initial feasible solutions, accepting the

best solution generated in this process as the "optimal" solution to

the problem.
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